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Any discussion of the underground comics of the sixties must be foreshadowed by a discussion of the censorship which preceded it. Paralleling anti-Communist purges, the anti-comics crusade of the 1950s can be seen as part of a larger and more encompassing battle against domestic subversion in all its varieties. Culminating in a series of senate subcommittee hearings to investigate links between comic readership and juvenile delinquency, anti-comics sentiment mushroomed in the postwar period as the American public struggled to find the cause for a spiraling divorce rate and a perceived fragmentation of the family as an institution.

Unable to establish direct connections, the hearings spurred the comics publishing industry to self-censorship with the adoption of a hasty rewrite of the Motion Picture Association of America code, one which severely truncated the content of the comics and went far beyond the censoring sex and violence to ensure that the medium would reflect only mainstream values.

Post-code, the comics were elevated into a supposedly morally pristine and ideologically secure environment, testifying to the monumentality of the fable of American Cold War propaganda of which they were a part. In my project, Zap Comix, emerging in the 1960s, and particularly the work of Robert Crumb and Robert Williams, will serve to articulate the antagonisms inherent within this monumental structure through their gleeful transgression of every code prohibition and countless societal taboos.

Spanning the years 1967 to 1973 and issues #0 through #6, my thesis is limited to the years between the comic’s inception and the point of Zap’s excision from the zeitgeist of its geographical and historical location. These books contain racist and graphically violent material, as well as sexual content which often ventures into the terrain of the perverse, the grotesque and the misogynist, and all are tempered by a strong element of fantasy. Fantasy in this case functions not only as imaginary wish fulfillment but also has psychoanalytic implications. In psychoanalysis, fantasy can provide a mediation between the domains of the formal symbolic structure and the positivity of objects we encounter within it. It can also operate as a phantasmatic screen, obfuscating the true horror of a situation but at the same time revealing what it purports to conceal.

In my study, I argue that Freudian psychological categories may be applied in a sociological manner because they have become in this instance political categories. Viet Nam, the Manson family, and numerous political assassinations all coloured Zap’s appearance at the tail end of the doomed and fragile idealism engendered by the brief Edenic flash of the Summer of Love in the Haight. I will show that in Zap the unrepresentability of what was Lacan’s notion of the Real merges with the horrific violence of the period. Zap’s pages thus construct a phantasmatic screen, simultaneously masking certain traumas and exposing others while providing insights into larger superstructures.

This screen is grounded in a glorification of Bataillean unproductive expenditure tempered by humour. “Normative” notions of sexual economy are confounded through the provocative depictions of sexual violence, incestuous perversion, and bio-mechanical fetishism but at the expense of female bodies. Like the Surrealists, in Zap these bodies are subjugated sites for the vicarious exploration of boundary transgressions and are a focus for male bonding on the part of male artists and audiences.

In his 1997 book The Plague of Fantasies, Slovene philosopher Slavoj Zizek discusses Emir Kusturica’s film Underground and thus provides a model to begin looking at Zap’s imagery. In the recent apocalyptic climate of the former Yugoslavia, Kusturica depicts not literal genocide but an alternate libidinal economy to Serbian ethnic slaughter. The actors of this economy are enveloped in a trance of pseudo-Bataillean excessive expenditure, performing to the constant rhythm of eat-drink-sing-fuck (but not kill), building a fragile border to block the entry of the inevitable.

In the interwar period, a time of violent and Fascistic tendencies which has unnerving links to the 1960s, Georges Bataille turned to the Marquis de Sade’s crimes as constituting the violence he saw at the foundation of civilization and of the experience of it. Sade’s articulation of pathos and perversion challenged societal insistence that sex and violence stay outside of culture’s definition, our delusions being exacerbated by the silence of the state and the institutionalization of violence. I conclude that Zap’s value, like Sade’s, lies in giving violence a voice, one that counters the simple enshrinement of Zap Comix within the mythology of “counter-culture” lore.
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Introduction: Thinking in Comics

Perceived throughout their roughly centenarian American history as intrinsically 'commercial,'
comic strips from their inception in daily newspapers were intended to be received by an imagined
audience of what could be thought of as the culture's 'lowest-common denominators.' Whether composed
of children or the illiterate urban poor, these consumers were targeted by magnates such as William
Randolph Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer with the hope that Sunday comic supplements and daily sections
would provide purchasing incentives for what was for these groups a relatively useless product. Set apart
from the theories mapped out within the latter half of the twentieth century in respect to the modern mass
media, the comics have often been cloaked in shadow and relegated to the hinterlands of anonymous and
mythographic "found objects" and "trash icons" à la Lichtenstein and Warhol. These perceptions have
been compounded by the frequent categorization of comics as an unthinking, uncomplex form of
entertainment and by a tendency to abandon the medium outside notions of the authentically 'artistic.'

But the urge to champion the legitimacy of this popular form as a bastion for the production of
cultural meaning and a haven for the avant-garde laissez à la porte of high art is one which must also be
checked. Rich veins of rot run deeply through comic history's yellowed pages, some originary and some
opened by the violent amputations of censorship; all belie the truth of this history's body as composed in
large part by that which is puerile, shoddy, and badly produced. As comic theorist Scott McCloud
contends, "the comics' low self-esteem is self-perpetuating."

Yet the language of comics as necessitated by their drastic economies of form has produced a
unique syntax, grammar and conventions akin neither to literature nor to image production. It is a
vocabulary, which contains the potential for a singular and immediate method of communication. Will
Eisner, creator of the long-running hard-boiled detective strip The Spirit, drew blueprints for an initial

---

1 As early as 1908, Richard Outcault began to license his "Buster Brown" strip to manufacturers of a wide
variety of products as well as permitting the character's use as a marketing tool for other items, such as
shoes. The histories of consumer culture and the comics are so intertwined that the first comic books
produced in the US in 1934 were collections of reprints available only as promotional incentives offered by

American analysis of cartoon semiotics in his excellent 1985 how-to manual *Comics and Sequential Art*, but it was not until Scott McCloud's seminal *Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art* was published in 1993 that the discussion became of a more sustained (and ongoing) nature.\(^3\)

Eisner's book developed out of a wealth of experience gained through years of experience as an art instructor. While his book functions as a primer for the medium's conventions as well as an instructional manual, the comics are approached by McCloud from a far more philosophical starting point and in a manner comic historian Roger Sabin describes as "...so confident in its claim that comics are capable of expressing anything that it was itself produced as a graphic novel."\(^4\) Defined as "juxtaposed pictorial and other images in deliberate sequence, intended to convey information and/or to produce an aesthetic response in the viewer,"\(^5\) McCloud puts the comics forth as a form that utilizes space in the same manner in which filmmaking employs time. But the important difference is a question of immediacy. Publisher Ron Turner asserts, "comics cut through the bullshit," further elaborating, "the director can take a vision and transmit this to you, but he needs the help of camera men, lighting people, sound people, and actors, set designers and everything else to get the particular image to you, [whereas] cartoonists themselves give you the closest image to what's really on their minds, and transmit it much clearer than somebody who's writing prose."\(^6\) Cocooned in the false twilight of the movie theatre, we viewers are drawn from our bodies and into the narrative flickering on-screen before us, lulled by the immediacy fostered by hushed darkness and the ritual of a deeply entrenched way of seeing. In the shortening of the chain linking production to reception, the comics deny this comfortable and passive symbiosis and instead, in their directness, insist on a more active participation in terms of reception.

Differing from the physical movie with its strips of celluloid spooled onto the projector and moved forward at a rate to trick the eye into perceiving motion, comic readership requires the willing and

---

3 Industry and fan-based discussions surrounding McCloud's book were (and are) of such an intense nature that they spilled out of the letters column of Gary Groth's *The Comics Journal* to become an entire issue devoted to the topic. While McCloud never saw his book as definitive, choosing instead to view it as the beginning of a long conversation, his new book, *Reinventing Comics*, touches on the possibilities of the traditional forms combined with the potential of new digital media and has been greatly anticipated as the next prolonged speech on the topic.


conscious collaboration of the viewer, and hence fosters an intimacy with the page. The comics, Art Spiegelman has said, are "...about creating pictures that can actually talk,"\textsuperscript{7} and the audience, in order to comprehend the lines on paper before them, is required to listen. Marching, spiraling, splattered or shattered across the page, the panels, outlined by borders or dissipated by less concrete liminal spaces, define moments in time. Stretching from a single gesture to minutes of conversation, these clapping parentheses are constructed not just by what takes place within them but also around and outside them, from the expanse of the page itself to the gutters between the panels which indicate the passing of one moment to the next and denote the time elapsed between each. Shouts, whispers, groans, all articulations to be heard aloud in the reader's mind must take place as static text, but the uniform nature of letters made into words, like all else, is altered in the comics. Speech balloons in their shape, position and intensity provide tone, while emphasis through line thickness and letter-size provides volume.

The visual imagery of the comics makes use of a pared-down and streamlined effect. For McCloud, this abbreviation does not dilute audience response but, rather, causes what he refers to as "amplification through simplification."\textsuperscript{8} The elimination of certain details and the zeroing-in upon others functions in terms of a concretization towards a specific purpose but also in the expanding fluidity and variability bequeathed to pictorial meaning according to the slippages between the cartoon and its real-life equivalent. As Robert Williams succinctly puts it, "People think in cartoons,"\textsuperscript{9} and the resulting universality and iconic nature of the cartoon or comic image is key. McCloud contends, "the cartoon is a vacuum into which our identities and awareness are pulled in an empty shell that we inhabit which enables us to travel in another realm: we don't just observe the cartoon, we become it."\textsuperscript{10} He sees a mix of the human characteristic of vague mental self-imaging as well as the comic technique of juxtaposing iconic characters against more detailed and specific backgrounds which require no self-identification as creating this transference. In short, these combinations permit the reader to gain entry inside a panel's borders, don a character's skin and enter a stimulating and/or disturbing world.

\textsuperscript{8} McCloud. \textit{Understanding Comics}: 30.
\textsuperscript{9} Robert Williams. Interview of December 21, 1999.
\textsuperscript{10} McCloud. \textit{Understanding Comics}: 36.
This permeable world, infinitely malleable to its creators, is closed to easy visual comprehension yet open to any who would imagine themselves inside. People by unending permutations of senses and emotions and bonded by the glue of sequential juxtaposition, these things together create a secret pact between creator and reader, something that is entirely seductive. Whispering of the specter of lower-class incursions into middle-class homes and with its taint of mass culture, dangerous enough demand a code controlling its content and forever altering its associated meanings, these low murmurings also promise immense possibilities for direct and powerful communication (as evidenced by Art Spiegelman’s 1986 Pulitzer prize winning graphic novel *Maus*). McCloud posits the comics as an art of the invisible, one swooping below critical radar in many instances; the author tells us, “what you see is seldom what you get...in the end, what you get is what you give.”


> when...Kusturica insisted that *Underground* is not a political film at all but a kind of liminal trancelike subjective experience, a ‘deferred suicide,’ he thereby unknowingly laid his true political cards on the table and indicated that *Underground* stages the ‘apolitical’ phantasmatic background of the post-Yugoslav ethnic cleansing and war cruelties.

Negotiating within the domain of the Serbian “underground,” the filmmaker casts our eyes not only to the “deferred suicide” of the circular orgy of eat-drink-sing-fuck which takes place inside suspended time and outside the public gaze, but also, according to Zizek, to “...the obscene ‘underground’ of the public, official discourse (represented in the film by the Titoist Communist regime).” Accompanying these realities is a fictional narrative, symbolic of the repression engendered by capitalism, of an “underground” workshop in which enslaved workers, isolated from the world, labour to produce the arms sold by Marko, the film’s protagonist.

---

11 Ibid.: 136-37.
13 Ibid.: 63.
However, Zizek tells us, Kusturica's failure lies in his usage of post-modern self-referentiality to distance his work from the true horror of the subject at hand. Mixing clichés and quoting from the history of cinema, Kusturica, Zizek tells us, "...unknowingly provides the libidinal economy of the Serbian ethnic slaughter in Bosnia: the pseudo-Bataillean trance of excessive expenditure." And this, Zizek reminds us, "...is the stuff of the 'dream' of the ethnic cleansers; therein lies the answer to the question 'How were they able to do it?'"

Kusturica, and Zizek's analysis of his work, construct a porthole through which a discussion of underground comics can be entered. Paralleling anti-Communist purges of the 1950s, the economically enforced censorship of the 1954 Comic Code must foreground any discussion of these books. Post-Code, the comics were elevated into a supposedly pristine moral environment, testifying to the monumentality of the fable of cold war propaganda. But contained within this monumentality were inherent antagonisms which I believe to be articulated through the gleeful Code transgressions performed by Robert Crumb, Robert Williams and others in the pages of Zap Comix and other underground comics of the same era. Constructed through images often shocking in their perversity, violence, misogyny and seeming racism, the content of Zap, like that of Kusturica's film, skirts the issues of an immediately violent social and political climate not through sublimation, but rather through a kind of phantasmic translation.

However, a thorough survey and systematic critique of underground comics, or even of all artists and issues of Zap would overburden this thesis and misplace its overall emphasis. Instead, I will concentrate on a pair of artists, Robert Crumb and Robert Williams due both to a need for brevity and their lasting enduring success within the environments of cartoon and high art. My work here is not intended as an intervention into a comics history at present composed largely of sycophantic fandom, straightforward fact-gathering and hermetic, narrow analysis, but rather as a contribution to this growing discourse through an approach characterized by the use of the psychoanalytic concept of fantasy as a tool for mediation. Often the domain of communications and popular culture specialists, I feel much is to be gained here from applying theories garnered within the areas of art history, literary theory, and psychoanalysis to a single facet of comics production in a rigorous and sustained manner.

14 Ibid.: 64.
15 Ibid.: 64.
Zap Comix in the seven issues from in its inception in 1967 to 1973 (the year in which I end my project) also spans the gulf of an apocalyptic climate, this time coloured by the violence of the Viet Nam war. Like Kusturica's film, Zap Comix avoids overtly political representations by preferring instead the opacity of phantasmic translation, but unlike Underground the comics do not employ a depoliticized aestheticist attitude in order to do so. The seductive and immediate nature of the comic medium defuses the possibility of ironic distancing through post-modern techniques but also serves mask the complicated nature of depictions of perverse and violent sexuality, misogyny and race, something that will be discussed in this thesis at length.

A convenient case study, parallel to Underground in terms of subject matter but differing greatly in tone, is found in Portland, Oregon artist Joe Sacco's 1998 comic Soba, the first issue in a series titled Stories From Bosnia put out by Canadian publishers Drawn & Quarterly. In it, Sacco locates himself on the side of the pro-Bosnian Government inhabitants of Sarajevo whose stories he recounts.

Sacco's book weaves multiple narratives, mostly centering on a profile of the titular Soba, a musician and popular man-about-town. Recalling Kusturica's orgy of excess (Fig.1), in a flashback panel peppered with empty bottles and cigarette butts Muslim/Serb Soba remembers,

Fig. 1 Joe Sacco. Soba. (Montreal PQ: Drawn and Quarterly 1998)

At the beginning I didn't know what was happening...I stayed two months in the basement...I took heroin, pills, hashish, grass, everything I could get to forget for a moment what was happening around me... When the alcohol ran out I volunteered...16

And so begins forty pages that careen wildly between the desperate hedonism of Sarajevo’s bunker clubs interspersed with the recounting of absolute horror by Soba’s shell-shocked and vacant-eyed companions. The panels describing each are more similar than one would expect.

The frenzied headbanging and rampant substance abuse of the nights of the present moment (Fig.2), frozen on a page and recalling the suspended dynamism of Paul Cadmus’ *Bar Italia*, morph into the still violence of warfare, the latter differentiated only by the immense anxiety lent by the excessive fine stippling and cross-hatching which mark out their recounting through the filter of memory rather than documentary reality (Fig.3). Although beautiful in their execution, Sacco’s pages confound an aestheticization of the conflict they represent. Instead, through the juxtaposition of the everyday with the trauma and explicit nature of armed conflict, they amplify the possibilities of reportage to a level approaching the poetic. This amplification certainly counts among its progenitors the autobiographical immediacy and graphically violent representations introduced in the underground comics of the sixties.

But in these examples provided by Zizek and *Underground* and Sacco’s *Soba* there exists a key similarity with *Zap Comix*; both unknowingly provide the libidinal economy for the violence that defines their locations. The use of the term “Bataillean”
and the use of the sometime-Surrealist's theories in my own work are also a matter of some importance. In invoking Bataille, I do not intend to suggest that the principles of Surrealism can be transferred wholesale over a chronological distance of some thirty years to a different continent, but rather that some strong similarities can be traced. With both movements foregrounded by recent World Wars (I and II respectively), the negotiations of the Surrealists in their struggle for psychological emancipation from the repressive nature of the culture they inhabited crumpled before the horrific intrusions of Nazism and Fascism in Europe, as did Zap's exercises in mental liberation fade and wither when faced with the overwhelming pessimism engendered by the failure of the naively optimistic intentions of the 1960s to translate to the following decade. Despite what Bataille notes as man's tendency to "...willingly imagine himself to be like the god Neptune, stilling his own waves, with majesty," Zap's American critique of the 1960s and the Surrealists' French critique of the 1930s both managed for a time to embody "...the bellowing waves of viscera, (which) in more or less incessant inflation and upheaval, brusquely put an end to his dignity,"17 and with this in mind it is from here that we shall begin.

Chapter I: Home Invasions

In the Victory-culture aftermath of the second world war, the general American public struggled to find meaning in soaring birth and marriage statistics, a spiraling divorce rate and the shifting notion of the family as an institution. New social conditions appeared that were largely brought about by the advent of economic overabundance and rampant consumerism. Experts predicted that this tear in the social fabric as causing an increase in juvenile crime and, indeed, communications professor Amy Nyberg argues, it became "...a self-fulfilling prophecy as greater emphasis was placed on identifying delinquent behaviour and apprehending juvenile offenders."

Contemporaneously echoing this focus, in the mid-fifties the film industry devoted substantial resources to similar topics. Productions ran the gamut from what James Gilbert, author of the 1986 book Cycle of Outrage: America's Reaction to the Juvenile Delinquent in the 1950s; refers to as "serious youth culture films such as Rebel Without A Cause, to comedies such as Jerry Lewis's Delicate Delinquent, to science-fiction-delinquent movies like Teenagers From Outer Space, to old-fashioned films about the slum origins of delinquency such as Twelve Angry Men, to exploitative films such as High School Confidential."

The according of the potential for increased individual independence to all members of the mid-20th century Oedipal family through the avenue of consumer-based agency was one with far-reaching effects upon the massed and newly-mobile society out of which it developed. The beneficiaries of this abundance were youth in particular and they profited from a decreasing obligation to enter the workforce directly after school and an increasing allotment of "spare" time and spending money. Teenagers developed their own institutions to reflect their newfound status and the growth of a distinct "teen" culture followed burgeoning consumer independence. As Gilbert contends, "a great many of them worked at jobs


that financed their new consumer life-styles; more drove cars, more married early, more appeared to initiate sexual relations at an early age.\textsuperscript{20} Teens looked and acted differently and, in their perceived devotion to the Rock n' Roll music, comics, and youth oriented film that redefined popular culture, their appearance was often interpreted by parents and the media as hostile. This growing attention to delinquency paralleled a meteoric rise in the popularity of a new genre of sensationalist comics featuring horror and the "hard realism" of crime, with these increases reflecting the growing role of youth both as a collective of independent social agents and of marketing targets.

However, accompanying the shift in roles for youth and further destabilizing traditional familial categorizations were transformations of the roles of women. Rates of child employment during wartime skyrocketed 300 per cent, while between the same period of 1940 and 1943 the percentage of working women rose by a third.\textsuperscript{21} Women's excursions outside the confines of the domestic sphere led to the beginning of increased sexual and individual freedom, but also to vocalizations (as it still does) concerning the disintegration of "family values." In the return of male soldiers after the end of the war, the increase in female presence within the workplace and other traditionally male-dominated environments created an at-times traumatic slippage in the underpinnings of American culture. This anxiety, manifested as hostility, is something I see as being played out both in the mainstream comics of the fifties and the undergrounds of the sixties through new and frequent portrayals of women within the environs of popular culture as targets of violence.

\textit{The 'Marijuana of the Nursery': Censorship and Outrage}

Almost since their introduction into American newspapers at the end of the nineteenth century, comic strips have drawn the ire of critics. As early as 1909, \textit{The Ladies Home Journal} contained an article titled "Crime Against American Children: Comic Supplements of the Sunday Paper," but the true extent of anti-comic frenzy did not peak until the close of the Second World War.\textsuperscript{22} This phenomenon only

\textsuperscript{20} Ibid.: 17.
\textsuperscript{21} Ibid.: 19.
worsened with the comic book's appearance as a discreet medium in the 1930s. The periodic public murmurings which had existed up until that point were further agitated by a trickle of literature produced by teachers, librarians and parents constructing the comics as retarding the development of adequate reading skills and setting back educational standards. Although the debate subsided during wartime, by the mid-1940s these few voices were joined by many others, raised in a chorus which Communications professor and Comics Journal international editor John Lent defines as "...lambasting the artistic, aesthetic and literary qualities of comic books, saying that they were ugly and they lowered aesthetic standards to a subnormal level and kept young readers away from the literary classics."23 First time and established publishers only exacerbated these complaints by launching a plethora of new titles in response to the declining popularity of superhero and war books and following the end of war-time paper shortages and allotments.24

No longer easily dismissed as a relatively benign avenue of escape for children and adults dealing with the terrifying social changes of the Great Depression and wartime, the new post-1945 comics went far beyond superheroes and adventurers into the darker territories of crime and horror. James Gilbert argues, "parents could no longer impress their value systems on children who were influenced as much by a new peer culture spread by comic books, radio, movies, and television, as their elders,"25 and the convenient notion that mass media stood between parent and child provided a simple answer for any questions concerning the perception of a sudden postwar increase in youth violence and delinquency. This breakdown in generational communication, it was suggested, provoked misbehaviour but its foundational cause was the comics.

Raising the tenor of complaint was the entry of America into the treacherous cultural playing field of the Atomic Age and the Cold War. Circling overhead were whispered menaces of invisible enemies and this paranoia accorded notions of ideological security with such importance that in the next decade they

23 Ibid.: 11.
24 From 1947 to 1954, crime comics became one of the best-selling genres of all time. During this period, more than forty comic book publishers issued over 150 new crime comic titles. From 1948 to 1949, approximately one out of every seven comic books sold was a crime title. Over 160,000,000 crime comics were bought by consumers during these two years. (Mike Benton. The Illustrated History of Crime Comics. Dallas TX: Taylor Publishing Co. 1993: 35-45).
would be reason enough to wage war half a world away. With the Oedipal Holy family as sanctioned by society, religion and psychology situated as the bedrock upon which America was founded, any threat to its integrity became a threat to the larger society, thus justifying state intervention into any potential breach or rupture. Over time and through the red-filtered haze of McCarthy-era paranoia, these enemies were increasingly suspected of infiltrating and contaminating America from places far closer to hand than the imagined dystopias of Russia and Cuba. Among these new villains was a familiar face into which critics burrowed in a search for concrete connections between delinquency and comic readership, a hunt that finally culminated in a series of Senate Subcommittee hearings.26

_Battling Seduction: The Crusade of Fredric Wertham_

Shaping the voices of anti-comics dissent were two waves, the earliest of which was sparked by a national radio programme titled “America’s Town Meeting, On the Air” and broadcast on March 2, 1948.27 The topic of this first vector was “What’s Wrong With Comics?,”28 while the second’s origin can be traced to a work which received far more attention and resulted in far graver repercussions. Under the auspices of the Senate Subcommittee investigating organized crime in interstate commerce relative to the incidence of juvenile delinquency, the 1954 hearings to probe comic/delinquency links were headed by Senator Estes Kefauver but the cause of their materialization can be largely traced to the work of one man, psychiatrist Fredric Wertham.

As a fanatical anti-comics crusader who galvanized a nation for action through his sociologically and scientifically weak book, _Seduction of the Innocent,29_ Wertham provided a monocausal intellectual
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26 The so-called ‘Golden Age’ of comics began with the introduction of Spiegel and Schuster’s Superman in 1938 and flourished through the addition of scores of superhero titles and immensely popular adventure strips such as Tarzan, Jungle Jim, and Terry and the Pirates. The ‘Golden Age’ then gave way to the ‘Silver Age’ of post-code 1950s era comics. (William Savage Jr.. Comic Books and America: 1945-1954. Norman OK: U of Oklahoma Press 1990: 5).
28 Ibid.: 43.
29 Even a cursory examination of Wertham’s oeuvre reveals as much; the book has no footnotes, no bibliography, and make frequent references to anonymous adolescent “case-studies” and uncited, unnamed strips from uncited, unnamed comics (what Gilbert calls “…the unqualified statements and dramatic accusations, the popular language, and the lurid accounts of juvenile crime”). The frequent accusation that the work was based almost entirely on conjecture and anecdotal evidence gathered during Wertham’s
justification for the proposal of censorious laws and reactionary views. The fervor of his opposition was incited by a medium he saw as being powerful enough to transform a comic book adaptation of Shakespeare’s *MacBeth*, according to comic historian Martin Barker, into “...nothing more than a crime comic.” Wertham’s book was at the centre of the 1954 investigatory juggernaut, as was a *Seduction* excerpt that appeared in the November 1953 issue of *The Ladies Home Journal* under the title “What Parents Don’t Know About Comics.”

Written after a failed campaign to enact New York state legislation prohibiting the sale and display of comic books to children under the age of fifteen, Wertham’s attempt to create law was thwarted by then Governor Thomas Dewey under the first amendment. The book which came as a result, according to comics historian Mike Benton, was a passionate attempt to “...condemn all types of comic books, from romance to funny animals to westerns and even to educational comics, as having detrimental effects on children,” but specifically “...singled out the crime comics as the most injurious of all.”

Still, Wertham made an unlikely spokesperson for censorship: the German-born and educated psychiatrist was also a Jew and a passionate anti-Fascist who fled Europe shortly before the Second World War. Regardless of the parallels between the Nazis’ organized book-burning and censorship campaigns in his adopted home, somehow the doctor was disabled from seeing in the medium any potential for good. An advocate of the categorization of violence in culture as a public health problem, Wertham blindly applied the rubric of violence as a method to judge the comics. Sublimated or graphic, any hint of such, magnified by the specialness of the dangers of comics, was enough to justify them as, Martin Barker asserts, “...an evil tributary of culture, fouling the rest.”

Adopting the mantle of the social reformer, Wertham pioneered the first American psychiatric clinic exclusively for sex offenders in 1947 and in 1944, aided financially by novelists Richard Wright and Ralph Ellison, he opened the Lafargue Clinic in Harlem (named for Karl Marx’s son-in-law, the Cuban-tenure at his own Lafargue clinic for already delinquent and/or disturbed youth was compounded by the author’s refusal to provide more specific evidence despite frequent requests from the scientific and psychiatric community. (Gilbert. *A Cycle of Outrage*: 93.)

born, black French physician politician) in order to provide psychiatric care for a fee of twenty-five cents to underprivileged black youth and young adults. Wertham provided pro-bono psychiatric testimony for Ethel Rosenberg during her trial (although he was not permitted to directly examine or question his patient), and previous briefs of professional testimony he had authored regarding the detrimental effects of segregation on children of all races were presented by the prosecution in Brown vs. the Board of Education in the landmark Kansas trial.

Wertham was against American involvement in Viet Nam and condemned My Lai, but, according to Barker, “when the military authorities banned comic books [in the armed forces], that was a cause for unqualified celebration.”

34 Although these situations are difficult to equate, what remains at their core is Wertham’s opposition to violence. In the critiquing of the war in Asia, he spoke with a chorus of many fellow Americans about a conflict within the global theatre but in the condemnation of the comics Wertham articulated a concern about the violence that he saw as threatening to infect every home. This concern was one which I see as being partly related to his conception of the comics as a virus attacking the foundations of the country in which he resided. But with his own personal politics often directly opposed to those of his most ardent supporters, Wertham’s critique of the medium was likely also rooted in his dismay at mass culture. Wertham’s views can thus be seen to be connected to a larger and more general elitist criticism of American culture in keeping with the pessimism of the Frankfurt School (as opposed to the optimism of post-war Victory Culture) whose members emigrated at a similar time for similar reasons.

Wary of the cultural conformism, rise of suburbia and proliferation of consumerism that flourished in the fifties, the debates of Theodor Adorno and Herbert Marcuse had expounded on the dangers of contemporaneous capitalism and the mass culture that accompanied it. Focusing on the social and its relation to the art object and the individual, Adorno and Marcuse expressed concern over mass culture’s satisfaction of certain needs such as entertainment, leisure and the desire for consumer goods, while neglecting to address other, more basic inequalities. 35 Adorno’s focus was located in a critique of consumerism as propagated by the homogenous nature of mass media such as film, magazines, television,

35 Patricia Kelly. Roundtable Presentation: “From SDS to LSD or Politics, the Audience and the Object of Art.” April 2000: 5.
comic books and their ilk. For him, this massive and overabundant influx of banal stimuli into society provided a hypnotic suckling effect for all recipients, stunting the politicization of the working and middle classes through the application of a cathode ray, newsprint or glossy-stock teat.

Sharing many views with Adorno, in his 1966 “Political Preface” to 1955’s *Eros and Civilization: A Philosophical Inquiry Into Freud* Marcuse wrote:

> Scientific management of instinctual needs has long since become a vital factor in the reproduction of the system: merchandise which has to be bought and used is made into objects of the libido; and the national enemy who has to be fought and hated is distorted and inflated to such an extent that he can activate and satisfy aggressiveness in the depth dimension of the unconscious.

But before the war in Viet Nam, he also breathed a ray of hope which will be discussed in a more in-depth fashion in Chapter III. Seeing a possible escape from the crushing union of freedom with servitude, the premise in Marcuse’s 1955 book was that man could avoid “…welfare through warfare by finding a new starting point to reconstruct the productive apparatus.” The tool that he planned to use for reconstruction was one he coined as “polymorphous sexuality.” Serving to activate repressed or arrested organic and biological needs, this sexuality was one identified with youth and it was to them that Marcuse looked for his agents of revolutionary change.

A convenient illustration of Wertham’s contradictory views on censorship is found in the following case study. An avid collector of art, he owned pieces by Goya and John Heartfield as well as a George Grosz cartoon of a hanged man. Wertham valued these works as visual (read: visceral) political responses to the rise of Fascism in Europe, but could not bring himself to see the very comics he condemned as belonging to a similar tradition. The works of all three, but particularly that of Goya and Heartfield, viewed violence as a travesty while still managing to vibrantly portray it within an orgy of dynamism and energy filling the dimensions of the visual plains which they employed. The saving grace for Wertham, the justification for such a celebratory display, was located in the works’ high art context and

---

37 Ibid.: xiii.
also in the moralizing imbued within them. The murky and ambiguous morals tacked onto the comics of this era could never approach the level of nobility required by him for redemption.

Better Dead Than Re(a)d

The parallels between what became the anti-comics crusade and anti-Communist purges of the same era are to me unmistakable. The persecutors in both cases used fear-inducing techniques and wielded polemics and language as weapons. Both were also indicative of a larger and more encompassing crusade against domestic subversion in all its varieties. This crusade was something that seemed of paramount importance in the face of the Korean War, the Cold War, and the post-Hiroshima culture of the Atomic Age. This twinning is underlined in a letter from September 7, 1948 discovered in Wertham’s archives and written by a mother expressing parental concern over her sons’ choice of comics as reading material. Annotated in the margins by the doctor himself as a “good letter,” the text begins with the author outlining her concerns regarding the increasingly anti-social and violent behaviour of her seven and thirteen-year old children. She concludes, in a conflation of what she considers to be external threats:

We consider the situation to be as serious as an invasion of the enemy in war time, with as far reaching consequences as the atom bomb. If we cannot stop the wicked men who are poisoning our children’s minds, what chance is there for mankind to survive longer than one generation, or half of one?\(^{39}\)

Although Wertham distanced personally himself from major supporters such as the Catholic Legion of Decency in the direct assignation of blame for societal ills to communists, another of his archival letters, this time undated, reiterates the undifferentiated fears raised by the mother above; “Would it not be simple for the Kremlin conspirators to put the comics to work for ‘the cause’ by infiltrating the ranks of the writers and artists, if nothing else?”\(^{40}\) While anecdotal, this evidence helps lend credence to John Lent’s assertion of the anti-comics crusade as mirroring “...America’s concern with internal corruption, a continuing fear of ourselves, and a dread of internal moral weakening and, eventually, collapse.”\(^{41}\)

---


\(^{40}\) Ibid.: 106.

Turning to the source of this immense anxiety, in these new comics the killer was the star, the criminal the hero. They traced their heritage more to the pulp sensibilities of the American true crime and detective magazines of the ‘30s and ‘40s (which in turn developed from the scab-picking impulses first cultivated in the English penny dreadfuls and public execution broadsheets of previous centuries), rather than to the unambiguous criminal depictions of Dick Tracy, Chester Gould’s stalwart and impossibly geometric defender of American decency, or Jerry Spiegel and Joe Schuster’s Superman, an alien from a dying planet who falls to earth only to embrace Judeo-Christian values.42

Comic feature writers resurrected the dead in the inclusion of true facts and figures in their books, using names, dates and locales, in order, according to Mike Benton, to “…capture a sense of hard realism,”43 the very opposite of the cartoony violence which romped through the pages of superhero features. This trend was underlined by the 1949 decision in several comics, most notably the Justice Traps the Guilty title, to use actual crime scene photos in place of drawn covers.

In 1947 the Motion Picture Association of America made the decision to refuse giving the Association’s Code approval to a screenplay based on a biography of Al Capone and heralded a crackdown in violent, true-life content at the movies. Thus, the pages of the crime comic flourished as one of the few visual avenues open to the dramatization of the lives of ‘notorious criminals’ that the public craved, albeit one which always tempered truth with entertainment. This tempering was often of an absurd and cartoonish nature. In addition to the violent tendencies shown towards their associates and victims, according to Benton, “…crime comic criminals were noted for their cruelty to women, animals, children, the elderly, and even the blind.”44 This super-villainy persisted in the choice of drug-taking and smuggling as recurrent and sensationalistic story lines and the insistence on separating female characters into the category of hapless victim or shameless libertine.

Headed by William Gaines, the son of founder Max, EC or Entertaining Comics were the foremost publishers of these new genres as well as being a source of inspiration for almost all underground

43 Benton. The Illustrated History of Crime Comics: 47.
44 Ibid.: 62.
comic artists. They were also the primary targets of the senate investigations due both to their shocking content and, I would argue, to their embodiment of the domestic subversion so widely touted as menacing the well-being of the general populace. In the recombining of the gruesome with the familiar, EC’s artists and writers frequently chose to locate their strips within the confines of the home and (with even greater frequency) within heterosexual domestic relationships. Formerly the publishers of illustrated bible stories and titled Educational Comics, EC’s second incarnation invented the horror genre and their own brand of crime comic. The dominant comics company of the 1950s, Gaines used good pay and the lure of unprecedented artistic freedom to attract the cream of a new generation of cartoonists in artists such as Al Feldstein, Wally Wood, Johnny Craig, Jack Davis, John Severin and Will Elder, and the books they produced set new standards for art and storytelling, but also for violence.

In the November 1954 EC Crime Suspenstories Issue #21, a Johnny Craig story titled “Understudies” (Appendix A) exemplifies the new convention of crime’s removal from the streets and insertion into the setting of the everyday. Craig opens with two side-by-side three-panel strips sketching out the unhappy marriages of our protagonists, Gail and Jim. After violent arguments, both flee their homes into the stormy night and meet by chance in an empty bar. Populated only by a balding and sinister bartender who hovers bored and watchful before a mirror like a demonic version of Manet’s Bar at the Folies Bergeres, it is here the reader discovers the couple’s previous romantic entanglement with each other.

Typifying the exaggerated version of the crime genre as developed by EC, by the third panel at the top of page three and just minutes after reuniting, Jim informs us, “I’ve thought about it for months! It’s simple! We can both work it the same way! I’ll tell my wife I’m taking her on vacation. Then I’ll kill her and bury her body in quicklime. You do the same with your husband. Then you and I will go away together!”  

The story quickly progresses to the act itself, depicted in a particularly lurid and gratuitous fashion by two parallel panels showing the errant spouses brutally terminating their erstwhile partners as their victims grovel and beg for mercy, (the murders, however, are presented as being justified- Jim’s wife is an overweight alcoholic and Gail’s husband is an unemployed spouse-abuser). While committing the act,

Jim and Gail’s facial expressions strongly reminiscent of the throes of sexual ecstasy and as Jim’s knife descends and Gail fires a point-blank bullet, Craig seems to provide this graphic depiction as a titillating stand-in for the passionate reunion that will follow beyond the page.

But any satisfaction gained by such nefarious means is short-lived. Posing as each other’s now-dead spouse, Gail and Jim disappear to Europe where, in an effort to keep up the charade, they gradually morph into their murdered doppelgangers. As newly-obese Gail reaches for yet another scotch, Jim calls her a drunken slob and twists her arm on the final page. Completing the circle, and in the process delivering a incomprehensible yet seemingly moral message, they fall upon each other and commit murder a second time each.

In another Craig story titled “Fire Trap!” (Appendix B), this time from 1953’s August issue of *Crime Suspenstories* #20, these same themes of domestic treachery are communicated in a far more distinct moral light. Craig again centers on a couple, but this time it is Martin Simmons and his “newly acquired” wife. Marital tension is immediately apparent as, touring the grounds, Georgia Simmons asks to return to the house citing fatigue. To the pinch-faced irritation of his acquisition, Martin chuckles, “Ha, ha! Imagine a young thing like you getting tired! That’s because you never had any fresh air, working in that chorus line! Ha, ha, ha!” But, no matter. “Brother” Bill quickly arrives on the scene, newly discharged from the army and ready to provide the kind of amusement for his “sister” that Martin cannot. After two years of sexual deception, Georgia declares the time as ripe and, heavily shadowed in a manner recalling *Noir* cinematography, she proposes, “When Martin returns, I’ll lure him down to the stables, and lock him in the stall with that wild horse! Then I’ll set the stable on fire!”

True to EC form, the duped husband happens upon the lovers as they seal their pact with a kiss. His face paralyzed in a rictus of shock, Craig assigns Martin a jagged white halo of rage. Seemingly psychopathic, his natural reaction is to slaughter Bill like a hog and bury him in the cellar. Then, still in possession of some faculty of self-preservation, Martin goes in search of his wife to finish the job. Deciding she must be in the stables (where all chorus girls are wont to congregate?), he enters a stall
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containing a wild horse while Georgia locks him in and torches the barn to ensure his death. In a succinct summarizing panel at the bottom of page six, Craig images the pretend trauma of the new widow by sprawling her, semi-clothed and sexually posed like a bathing beauty, on the dirt in front of milling stable hands in an impossibly fake swoon. When questioned as to her alibi for Martin's time of death, Georgia insists to the police that she was in the wine cellar, which upon examination bears the fruit of Bill's body and thus provides enough evidence to ensure her arrest for murder. Sweating and sobbing, Georgia clutches her face in horror as an invisible narrator seals her fate as 'trapped.' Like Gail and Jim, she gets her 'just' desserts.

In the implied equality between the flaws of Jim's and Gail's first partners, i.e. being overweight is apparently equivalent to Gail's husband's unemployed and spouse-abusing status, and in the sociopathic treachery of Georgia, the chorus girl turned gold-digging murderess and mastermind, evidence is provided of the tendency for EC crime titles to feature often misogynist story-lines of infidelity, betrayal, domestic violence and murder. While possessing an innovative quality of virulence and luridity, ultimately these strips only served to magnify the already existing mainstream comic tradition of side-stepping issues of what was conventionally considered obscenity by sublimating the sexual into the violent.

Public concern with the content of the books was only magnified by the phenomenal popularity of the comics; crime comic books were introduced to the public in 1942 with horror books appearing in 1948 and the rise in popularity of both genres until their curtailment in 1954 clearly and chronologically echoed the increasing public attention given towards juvenile delinquency in postwar America.48 From 1943 to 1945, U.S. publishers printed over a billion comic books and upwards of 60 million units sold per month in the U.S. in 1947, with their popularity continuing on unabated during the consumerist boom of the fifties.49 Indeed, shifting blame for domestic crises from internal to external sources was facilitated by the comics' popularity and targeting of youth markets as well as their accessibility and inexpensive cost. Together,

48 These notions are introduced and elaborated by Nyberg. (Nyberg. "Comic Book Censorship in the United States." Pulp Demons: 42.)
these factors combined to ensure the genre was, according to Nyberg, "...the least regulated of all the mass media, making them particularly vulnerable to criticism."\(^{50}\)

Kefauver's Subcommittee hearings opened in April 1954 and twenty-two witnesses were called, among them four experts on delinquency, four comic book publishers and several distributors. Those experts called in the defense of the comic publishers, psychiatrist Laureeta Bender and Gunnar Dybwad of the Child Study Association of America, were subsequently discredited by the prosecution for having provided paid consultancies to publishers. The supposed revelation left many of the accused feeling set-up and manipulated as this information had already been revealed in the pages of Wertham's *Seduction*. Despite this, the results of the senate hearings were inconclusive and likely so due to the committee's refusal to attribute delinquency to a single cause. The report resulting from the investigation stated: "No study was produced which linked crime comic book reading with juvenile crime; in fact, it appeared that juvenile delinquency actually declined during the years (1945-1950) that crime comic books were increasing in popularity."\(^{51}\) However, the report also expressed some trepidation about the possible effects of the medium on youth, stating, "...there may be detrimental and delinquency-producing effects upon both the emotionally disturbed and the emotionally normal child."\(^{52}\) To avoid further public censure and government intervention, the Subcommittee urged the industry towards self-censorship, something which it had previously attempted on its own in 1948, but had always lacked teeth.\(^{53}\) This second attempt was embodied in code and was a hasty rewrite of the Motion Picture Association of America's code of the thirties adopted when the film industry faced similar pressure from the Catholic Church. Like that earlier code, this one too went beyond the censorship of sex and violence to ensure that comics would only reflect mainstream values.

Within the category of "Code for Editorial Matter" and the rubric "General Standards Part A," the following sampling of restrictions applied:
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\(^{52}\) Ibid.: 83.

\(^{53}\) In Spring 1948, comic publishers announced the introduction of a six point code to be enforced by their recently formed trade association, the Association of American Comics Magazine Publishers. The code was intended to address criminal, racial, and sexual content in comics but was essentially unenforceable as only one third of publishers joined the association, and those that did threw little support behind the initiative. (Nyberg. "Comic Book Censorship in the United States." *Pulp Demons*: 46).
1) Crimes shall never be presented in such a way as to create sympathy for the criminal, to promote distrust of the forces of law and justice, or to inspire others with a desire to imitate criminals.  
3) Policemen, judges, government officials and respected institutions shall never be presented in such a way as to create disrespect for established authority.  
6) In every instance good shall triumph over evil and the criminal punished for his misdeeds.  

Under the heading of “General Standards Part B,” the good-faith dismemberment of the horror genre is articulated:

1) No comic magazine shall use the word horror or terror in its title.  
4) Inclusion of stories dealing with evil shall be used or shall be published only where the intent is to illustrate a moral issue and in no case shall evil be presented alluringly nor so as to injure the sensibilities of the reader.  
5) Scenes dealing with, or instruments associated with walking dead, torture, vampires and vampirism, ghouls, cannibalism, and werewolfism are prohibited.  

In the restrictions concerning dialogue, the first stated “Profanity, obscenity, smut, vulgarity, or words or symbols which have acquired undesirable meanings are forbidden,” while that concerning religion simply stated “Ridicule or attack on any religious or racial group is never permissible,” without any further elaboration. Modesty was required in terms of female costume, but the list of directives concerning marriage and sex could serve as a template for the transgression of societal boundaries committed by Zap’s artists some dozen years later:

1) Divorce shall not be treated humorously nor represented as desirable.  
2) Illicit sex relations are neither to be hinted at nor portrayed. Violent love scenes as well as sexual abnormalities are unacceptable.  
3) Respect for parents, the moral code, and for honourable behavior shall be fostered. A sympathetic understanding of the problems of love is not a license for morbid distortion.  
4) The treatment of love-romance stories shall emphasize the value of the home and the sanctity of marriage.  
5) Passion or romantic interest shall never be treated in such a way as to stimulate the lower or baser emotions.  
6) Sex perversion or any inference to same is strictly forbidden.  

55 Ibid.: 270.  
56 Ibid.: 271.  
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Perhaps the most damning section of the code was General Standards Part C; the phrase “All elements or
techniques not specifically mentioned herein, but which are contrary to the spirit and intent of the Code,
and are considered violations of good taste and decency, shall be prohibited” gave the administrators broad
and sweeping powers to interpret comic content however they chose.\(^58\)

Although Wertham was cleverly offered the new position of Commissioner of the Comic Book
Code in an attempt to defuse his opposition to the medium, he refused to take the bait. The position was
filled by Charles F. Murphy, a New York juvenile court judge whose Catholic faith was widely publicized.
The modeling of the comic code on that of the motion picture industry as well as Murphy’s religious
inclinations (speculated by some to be the reason he was offered the position in the first place), were likely
responsible for the inclusion of prohibitions against making light of divorce and directing humour against
institutions, aspects of comic content which had rarely, if ever, raised the public’s ire before.\(^59\)

Distributors were to serve as the Code’s enforcement mechanism and crime comic content was
seriously curtailed as were sexual and racial depictions, while horror comics were sacrificed entirely to
show the seriousness of the comic publisher’s intent. The involvement of comic publishers in the Code’s
day-to-day operations ceased in the 1970s and its stranglehold was further weakened by the shift in
distribution bases from grocery stores and newsstands to specialty shops during the same period. Still, its
adoption in 1954 led many publishers to fold while severely curtailing the repertoire of many others
including EC. Gaines broke with the Comics Magazine Association of America and attempted to side-step
the Code by releasing new versions of his horror and crime comics as lurid adult “picto-fiction” books
employing photographs instead of drawn images.

However, failing to capture the market share previously enjoyed by books directed at a wider and
less specifically “mature” audience, this genre was eventually abandoned in order for the company to focus
on Mad Magazine. Placed by Gaines under the stewardship of Harvey Kurtzman, Mad was helmed by an
artist who originally made his mark editing EC’s two war series, Two-Fisted Tales and Frontline Combat.

\(^58\) Ibid.: 270.

\(^59\) Lyle Stuart, a friend of Wertham’s, says as much to him in a letter from November 3rd 1954: “Judge
Murphy, as you may be aware, is a not very-bright political hack who was selected mostly because of his
religious faith. Not surprisingly, his code reads like a Church code approved by Cardinal Spellman in that
it avoids things that were rarely complained about in comics: humorous reference to divorce, any humour
Carefully researched and meticulously reported, the stories Kurtzman drew and demanded were ones in which, in the words of Gary Groth, he "...portrayed warfare as dirty, frightening, capricious, and absurd." Having existed since 1952 for a total of twenty-three issues as a comic book, Mad the comic and the magazine's use of political and social satire ensured its role as one of the main influences for comic artists. Particularly seminal for members of the underground comics movement, Mad was rescued by a change of format that allowed it to dart beneath the descending curtain of censorship.

---

Chapter II: Down to the Underground

In *The Plague of Fantasies*, Slavoj Zizek uses the example of Stalinist buildings of the 1930s to demonstrate the appearance of the ideological programme of certain structures through their architectural forms. In his case study, architectural functioning becomes subsumed by that of the political and its role diminishes to little more than a pedestal for monumental sculpture of the New Man, even if such a verbalization was forbidden. Zizek writes:

What we are thus arguing is not simply that ideology also permeates the alleged extra-ideological strata of everyday life, but that this materialization of ideology in external materiality reveals inherent antagonisms which the explicit formulation of ideology cannot afford to acknowledge...  

In the application of this template to my project, the code-approved comics of the fifties and sixties can be seen as analogous to Zizek's Stalinist architecture; mass culture is also monumental. Post-code, the comics in America were ostensibly elevated into a morally pristine, ideologically secure environment, and one from which various parallels can be traced to the Stalin-era Soviet Union of which Zizek writes. Both reveled in the remnants of Victory read as ideological, and both feared their win to be of such a fragile nature that constant reinforcement was the only means of its survival.

*Zap Comix* then, in its widespread success up and out from its "underground" domain of origin, and through its gleeful transgression of every code prohibition and countless societal taboos, provides a materialization of this ideology and its inherent and unacknowledgeable antagonisms through its role as a crack in the edifice. The comics discussed here serve as well as to exemplify the notion laid forth in Zizek's reliance to some degree on a phantasmatic background. It is this combination of critique and fantasy (and all the negative and positive connotations this multi-layered word implies) in *Zap's* earliest issues which I want to trace throughout the length of this paper. This mix is summarized and symbolized by the parodic representations of Code-approval logos, (shorthand for the monolithic facade of fifties American culture and its repression of a once-burgeoning medium), which appear on the covers of issues #1 and #2: the first reads "Approved by the Ghost Writers in the Sky" and the second "Approved by
‘United Geeks of America’ (Figs. 4 and 5), thus impossibly attributing power of censorship to celestial beings and the ‘geeks,’ the alienated fanbase devoted to the very comics that were amputated by the Code.

While Zizek pessimistically concludes that the inherent transgressions of which he writes ultimately only serve to reinforce the law, I believe that within this dimension exists space for negotiation and maneuverability and it is an articulation of such negotiations and maneuvers as performed by Zap Comix that I hope to accomplish here.
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Zap Comix, created in 1967 and first drawn by Robert Crumb (its sole initial creator), became the first of the “undergrounds”, or independently produced and distributed, adult-oriented non-Code comic books to achieve mass circulation and has since become a shorthand for the entire genre. As cartoonist Justin Green has argued, “to the uninitiated, all titles were called ‘Zap’ (and) the Zap artists became the established orthodoxy of renegade cartooning.”62 Accommodating this boom in circulation for Zap and other subsequent books was the merchandising system already put in place to satiate the then fading demand for music and dance posters.63 Although certainly not the first underground comic book, (that honour is widely disputed but arguably assigned either to Austin artist Jaxon’s 1964 oeuvre Godnose [Snot Real] or to Frank Stack’s Adventures of Jesus,64) Zap, as I hope to demonstrate in my project, is and was the most important. As comic artist and creator of the Bijou Funnies anthology Jay Lynch notes of the series’ success, “it elated us that people would actually accept a thirty-two page all-comics magazine. Before Zap, adult comics were relegated to sections of non-comic publications in the tradition of Playboy’s ‘Little Annie Fanny’ [by Harvey Kurtzman and Will Elder] or Cavalier Magazine’s ‘Charlie Charisma’ strip by Hank Hinton.65

After abandoning both his job and his wife in Cleveland and having recently arrived penniless and still enmeshed in a drug-induced haze in San Francisco in January of 1967, Crumb drew the strips for the first two issues of Zap. Never to see it again, he then mailed the first to Brian Zahn, a fanzine associate and fellow comic artist who had offered to publish it in Yarrowstalks, the Philadelphia underground newspaper he edited.66 Fortunately, Crumb had made Xeroxes of the book, keeping the original copy of #2 for himself and mailing the duplicate of #1 to New York for a friend’s perusal; Zap’s existence thus began in California in a typically irregular fashion with #2 as #1. The printing was financed by the trade of a $300 tape recorder by Don Donahue of the Berkeley Barb to poet/artist/Beat character and printer Charles
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Plymell for a first run numbering 4,000 copies on his Multilith 1250 offset press. The cheaply produced newsprint interior and two-colour blue and orange cover proclaiming “Zap Comics are Squinky Comics!!” contained only work by Crumb and quickly became a desirable commodity for Bay Area denizens who purchased their copies from Crumb, his wife Dana (newly reunited with her errant spouse) and Donahue out of a baby buggy on the Haight. Zap #1’s second run occurred soon after, having been placed in the sole hands of Donahue and paid for by Moe Moscowitz on behalf of Don Schenker, owner of the Print Mint, a poster and head shop on Berkeley’s Telegraph Avenue. This rapid reprint bespeaks the book’s enthusiastic initial reception, and assured the place of the original printing, recognizable only by a tiny “Printed by Charles Plymell” appearing on the back cover, as a valuable and extremely desirable collectible. The shoestring nature of any “underground” production dictated small-run limited editions and the fetishism this inspired as well as the obsessive knowledge of minutiae favoured by fans and entailed by these methods continues to be something of an ironic perversion when considering the DIY-ethos of Crumb’s endeavor and the shunning of the commercial which in the future became a troublesome tenant of the underground movement.

Once Crumb’s photocopies were returned from the East Coast, his originally intended first issue was renumbered #0 and printed out of sequence as the third Zap. #0 and #1 are the only two issues of the series to function as monographs, and a large part of the content of both can be seen as marking a transition from the sweetly drawn and often light-hearted work Crumb was producing in the mid-sixties to the more transgressive and explicit material which came later. Perhaps best typifying this early cuteness, (which Crumb attributes to a virulent hangover caused by working on and off for almost five years as an illustrator at the American Greetings card company in Cleveland, Ohio, some of which was spent under the tutelage of Tom Wilson, the creator of the banal and saccharine Sunday paper staple Ziggy), are the ubiquitous “Keep on Truckin” image which makes its first appearance in #1 (Fig. 6) and “Meatball,” the first strip in #0 (Appendix C).
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In a nonsensical parody of religious enlightenment, or perhaps the spiritual "awakenings" of Crumb’s San Franciscan Hippie neighbours, the barely distinguishable meatball falls from the sky in a variety of situations to hit a cast of two-dimensional (literally and metaphorically) stereotypes on the head and “change” their lives forever. In a joyful parade of panels linked by a bouncing ball of beef, meatball descends on cartoonish suburbanites (the mother of one such family, in a quotation of the false modesty of
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Fig. 6 Robert Crumb. “Keep On Truckin’”. Zap Comix #1. (San Francisco CA: Last Gasp 1967)

those blessed by the lottery, informs us: "I'm still just mom to the kids here!"), a drug abusing beatnik, Bertrand Russell, Kim Novak, and, on a smoggy Tuesday, all of downtown Los Angeles for fifteen minutes. But alongside these gentle strips were those that hinted at the boundary-pushing potential of the future; the bad thoughts of racism, sexism and violence are called to mind by the first appearances of stock characters Whiteman, Angelfood McSpade, and Wildman Sam.

The job of printing Zap #2, a 52-page book featuring Crumb's work alongside that of star San Francisco poster artists Victor Moscoso and Rick Griffin as well as Kansas ex-patriate and cartoon pornographer S. Clay Wilson, was again given to Donahue but quickly pulled when the volume and speed required made its rapid completion by him alone a hopeless task. Due to demand generated by word of mouth and reviews in underground papers and ersatz youth-culture magazines, Zap's duplication then became the domain of a contracted downtown printer, something that added to the book's forays 'above ground'.

The cast of characters grew by two for issue #3 with the addition of Gilbert Shelton, a Texan and the popular creator of druggie heroes the Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers, and Spain Rodriguez, an ex-biker from New York and a fan of both politics and violence. Zap #4 saw the inclusion of the last of the permanent roster of artists and a dramatic shift in terms of both content and reception. With the introduction of newcomer Robert Williams, a Los Angeles-based oil painter, an important member of the Southern California Kustom Kulture 'scene' and the former art director for custom car legend and Ratfink creator Ed 'Big Daddy' Roth, Zap was now clearly divided in half. The work of Wilson, Shelton, Rodriguez, and Crumb was characterized by a focus on narrative, with Moscoso, Griffin and Williams taking up the other, graphic or 'slick' style. I have chosen to focus on Crumb and Williams as representatives of their respective halves in the interest of brevity, but also due to their enduring success and continuing relevance both in the worlds of cartooning and high art.
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Although Zap's artists, particularly Crumb and Williams, did not see themselves as belonging to either the Flower Power or Leftist spectrums of contemporary youth culture, all embraced the alternate ways of seeing which grew arborescently from the roots of the psychedelic drug culture; Williams asserts, "I was taking drugs long before there was a psychedelic movement and I watched that thing evolve," while Crumb admits freely "...all that stuff from the late '60s was inspired by LSD." After dropping a bad hit in New York in 1965, Crumb entered a state of delirium lasting several months and necessitating a retreat to Chicago under the supervision of childhood friend Marty Pahls. This psychological trauma proved to spark a period of intense creativity during which many of Crumb's dominant characters were developed, including Flakey Foont, Mr. Natural Schuman the Human, and the Snoids, a Huxleyan subspecies of tiny and indistinguishable creatures who dwelled beneath the surface of the earth, setting traps and waiting for unsuspecting passer-bys. In a mid-eighties interview, Crumb recalled,

It was a state of grace in a way. I couldn't talk. Whenever I was riding a bus or sitting around my mind would just start to drift into this uncontrollable state. I would see ladies dancing, electronic figures in my brain, with no control over it.
It was kind of a delirium, but it was visionary and it was kind of nice.

Drug usage or the referencing of it are also clearly evident in much of Williams' earlier work. In the dizzying chromed patterning of his "Beamin' Gleamer as 'A Flash in the Pan'" centerfold from issue 6 (Fig.7), the viewer is barely able to distinguish the subject matter through the blaze of light off invented metallic surfaces. In the right hand corner, a headless man clutches a nude woman and chokes his own neck with onanistic vigour while in the center a small stock character recalling Williams' bug-like alter-ego Coochy Cooty is carved up by a round pipe-smoking woman who seems to have stepped from the pages of the brothers Grimm into this new and shiny dimension.
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Affirming a psychedelic interpretation, the artist signed the pages ‘Hieronymus Bob’ and reiterated this same bent with the cosmic-wow “Model of the Universe Cut-Out” included in his solo 1970 book *Coochy Cooty Men’s Comics No. 1* (Fig. 8). A mobusphere illustrating the positive curve geometric theory, this work also appears engineered to be ‘trippy.’
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Fig) 7 Robert Williams. “Beamin’ Gleamer as ‘A Flash in the Pan.’” *Zap Comix* #6. (San Francisco CA: Last Gasp 1967)

However, for Griffin and Moscoso, the *Zap* artists who had come out of San Francisco’s obviously drug-oriented psychedelic poster industry, the pharmaceutical filter applied to their work was often so dense as to create a leveling effect from which little meaning could escape. In the issues defining the parameters of my topic, the work of both artists drifts aimlessly amongst the eyeballs, pyramids and Disney-esque characters which typified the ersatz Surrealism of psychedelia. I am struck by the homogeneity of these psychedelic wallowings as their stock nature often blends them to the point where distinguishing authorship can be a matter for the connoisseur as in the surprisingly continuous side-by-side Mickey Mouse strips from issue #2 (Appendixes D and E). In these comics, Mickey, his body separating
and colliding, marches past the stars, hearts, and empty speech balloons populating Griffin's background and into the pyramid-filled desert of Moscoso's with nary a pause in between.

Underground comic chronicler Mark Estren's 1974 description of Moscoso's work posits it, and rightly I believe, as "...always purely visual, and often seem(ing) like a series of posters reduced to comic-book size for no particular reason," while viewing Griffin's work as similar but with an additional quality of mysticism. This mysticism became amplified with the addition of religion and surfing to drug use, further expanding Griffin's already broad consciousness and further severing his depictions from what revolutionist Freudian psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan has defined as the traumatic dimension of the unmediated phenomena existing at the root of what he called the Real.

Moscoso's later work from the mid-seventies on emerged from the murk of psychotropic influence and increased in cogency, eventually coming together in a manner reminiscent of the disjointed narration spun throughout the absinthe-laced dreamscape of Winsor McCay's turn-of-the-century *Little Nemo in Slumberland* and of the inspired circularity of George Harriman's 1913-1944 *Krazy Kat*. However, Moscoso, Griffin, Shelton and Rodriguez will be touched on only briefly for the purposes of this project, with the latter two's inclusion curtailed by the infrequency of their strips' appearances in the issues from the period in question.

*Pushing at the Margins: An Introduction to Crumb and Williams*

As the subject of a 1995 eponymously titled film 'presented' by David Lynch and directed by longtime friend Terry Zwigoff, Crumb, the perpetual outsider, and his familial surroundings are depicted amongst the apocalyptic rubble of an implosion of the fifties' nuclear unit. And so, reviewer Michael Eaton writes in *Sight and Sound*, "...we are taken into the heart of the Crumb family, a lower-middle-class American Gothic milieu with none of the Addams' family's saving aristocratic graces." The film won the 1995 Grand Jury prize at Sundance and in the process garnered much critical acclaim and a measure of financial success (as well as a U.S. distributor) despite its snubbing at the Oscars.

---

THIS SIMPLE PUZZLE PARTIALLY ILLUSTRATES THE "POSITIVE CURVE THEORY" OF THE UNIVERSE. UNIVERSE MEANS EVERYTHING, ALL MATTER. REMEMBER SPACE BETWEEN MATTER DOESN'T EXIST. SPACE IS ONLY ON ILLUSION. WITH THIS PUZZLE YOU MAY BE ABLE TO VISUALIZE THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE AS A BUBBLE OF MATTER IN WHICH THE INSIDE IS THE OUTSIDE AND THERE IS NO CENTER.

1. THE FIVE "FLOWER" SHAPED DISCS REPRESENT HALF SPHERES. CAREFULLY CUT OUT PUZZLE, THEN TAPE TOGETHER EDGE 'A' TO EDGE 'B' AFTER ONE HALF TURN, FORMING A MOBIUS BAND.

2. NOW FOLD DISC WITH EDGE 'A' AGAINST DISC WITH EDGE 'B', FORMING TWO STACKS OF DISCS, WITH TWO IN ONE STACK AND THREE IN THE OTHER.

3. NOW FORM TWO CUP SHAPES FACING TOWARD EACH OTHER, CLOSE TOGETHER AND YOU HAVE A MOBIUSPHERE. WHEN THE SPHERE IS CLOSED THE FIVE DISCS THAT TOUCH EACH OTHER CAUSE THE MOBIUS ACTION TO ACT IN ANY DIRECTION.

Fig. 8 Robert Crumb. "Model of the Universe Cut-out (Mobusphere)." Coochy Cooty Men's Comics #1. (San Francisco CA: Last Gasp 1970)
Zwigoff’s film introduces the audience to the looming specter of Charles Crumb senior, an ex-Marine who served in Japan and China (where his youngest son suspects he committed atrocities). Later an administrator for Automatic Retailers of America, a company which supplied automat cafeterias with their vending machines, pater Crumb was also the author of the tome *Training People Effectively* and an assailant of children. Beatrice Crumb, Robert’s mother, also appears, a ghost herself but still living; once a diet-pill crazed housewife whose amphetamine-fueled outbursts led to periods of hospitalization, now she is an agoraphobe living behind shrouded windows and swaddled in medication.

Although the Crumb family’s two daughters declined to participate, (Sandra, a feminist ‘separatist’ has repeatedly attempted to extract a $400 monthly stipend from the artist for “crimes against women”), we do meet the two other sons. Eldest scion Charles goaded his siblings into reading and producing endless comics although his own creative production gradually shifted in mid-adolescence into increasingly abstract territories only to become sublimated into hermetic graphomania. In a compelling sequence, the audience is presented with an example of such work, a sight which shockingly recalls the “all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy” scene from Kubrick’s *The Shining*. Charles’ descent into mental illness transformed his existence into that of a heavily drugged and suicidal shut-in who ended his life one year after filming was completed. The other, youngest son, Maxon, is a San Francisco transient and sometime molester who has taken to laying on beds of nails and passing lengths of string through his digestive tract. Suddenly, Robert Crumb appears well-adjusted.

The increased public scrutiny brought about by the film’s enthusiastic reception and its subsequent wide-spread distribution caused Crumb immense dismay in the switch of his position from observer to observed and he went so far as to produce a cartoon for *The New Yorker* which portrayed Zwigoff as a balding puppetmaster and himself and wife Aline as hapless marionettes. However, Zwigoff countered, “ultimately, the truth of the situation seemed to be that he likes to control the way his honest,

---

81 In the film, Robert Crumb casually recalls having his collarbone broken by his father at the age of five.
frank portrayal of himself is done, through his own work."\(^{83}\) Fortunately for the artist, his status at the apex of past and present underground cartoonists and as an incisive pop satirist provided an avenue of freedom through an ex-patriate exodus from America towards the relatively unencumbered European anonymity practiced by some of his jazz-age heroes. Crumb was able to trade six of his sketchbooks (subsequently issued as lavish collector's editions by a German publishing house) for a home in the south of France, allowing himself and his family to escape the mounting claustrophobia of Northern California. Calling to mind the permanence of Crumb's kinetic pirouettes through the American cultural landscape, Josh Alan Friedman, author of *Tales of Times Square*, writes, "His images are like statues in my memory...."\(^{84}\) Indeed, Crumb has inscribed them deeply as an unparalleled draftsman and a pioneer of the medium as an environment for personal confession, the apotheosis of which was attained by the likes of Justin Green's 1972 *Binky Brown Meets the Holy Virgin Mary* and Art Spiegelman's *Maus*, the best-selling 1986 funny-animal holocaust tale and winner of the 1992 Pulitzer Prize for literature.

Robert Williams has marked out his extra-*Zap* success largely by his early 1980s transition through punk rock into the lucrative and mostly segregated environs of "lowbrow art," a Los Angeles-based movement rooted in the consumer and cultural decadence which accompanied the rise of the American leisure class in the 1950s. Having developed an alternate network of galleries, collectors, and journals, one such publication, the outsider art magazine *Juxtapoz*, co-founded in 1993 by Williams and his wife Suzanne among others, has now become the second largest art publication in the United States.\(^{85}\) As well, Williams has cultivated a substantial (and well-publicized) list of so-called 'alpha-buyers' including Nicolas Cage, Dennis Hopper, Leonardo DiCaprio, Johnny Depp and Anthony Kiedis of the Red Hot Chili Peppers as well as critical and public support from super-curator Walter Hopps.\(^{86}\)

Stemming from the frenetic visuality engendered by EC comics, 1950s monster and science-fiction movies, and the fiercely performative and nihilistic heterosexuality of the Southern California punk rock scene of the late 1970s and early 1980s, Williams' contemporaneous work was produced in an


\(^{84}\) Josh Alan Friedman. *The Life and Times of R. Crumb:* 7.


\(^{86}\) This somewhat cryptic assignation of his clientbase into 'alpha' and 'beta' buyers was raised by Williams during our recorded interview of December 21, 1999.
atmosphere he describes as being “like Berlin during the Weimar Republic.”

Exhibiting a series of works titled “Zombie Mystery Paintings” beginning in 1982, Williams took the kind of violent, fetishistic cartoon imagery with which he had filled his strips in *Zap* to a new, luridly technicolor level. Artist and critic Ray Zone reiterates, “the paintings are a visual feast, a bombardment that offers the retina great delight while the mind stutters.”

---


But this new attention, like Crumb’s post-documentary success, thwarted Williams’ flightpath below critical radar and engendered increased levels of public scrutiny; the 1989 use of one such painting, the 1979 Appetite for Destruction (Fig. 9), as an album cover for a then-barely known rock band named Guns N' Roses attracted massive negative attention. In December 1999, Williams recalled, “First problem was stopping at the Canadian border with the material... Then next was the preachers and parent groups.”

The album became the topic of prolonged televised debates on MTV and the focus of protests and boycotts for feminist groups in the Bay area and nation-wide. The canvas depicts a partially nude female toy vendor, panties around her ankles, in the aftermath of a sexual assault perpetrated by the robot dressed in a soiled hat and coat that hovers above her. Descending on the robot offender is a creature seemingly fabricated from metal weaponry and bright red cartoon-flesh, hell-bent on vengeance.

The album eventually shipped fourteen million units, with Williams’ work acting as the cover for approximately half of the total number until critical pressure relegated it to the inside sleeve. The album added fuel to the fire for the eventually-successful push by conservative media and parents’ groups to censor album lyrics and art and to legislate the labeling of all recorded music (vividly recalling the parental concern voiced over comics from the thirties onward), and was perhaps matched only by Ice-T’s controversial song “Cop Killer” in terms of public outcry against youth-oriented culture of that decade.

Williams’ painted pieces have been exhibited at numerous commercial galleries and within several institutional exhibitions. Perhaps most important were his well-received first solo show in Southern California at the Huntington Beach Art Center in 1998, and a notorious inclusion, specifically a canvas titled Oscar Wilde in Leadville, April 13th, 1882 (Fig. 10), within the Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art’s 1992 Helter Skelter: LA Art in the 1990s exhibition.

Gruesomely titled, it was clear that the show, which inaugurated Paul Schimmel’s curatorial tenure, referred not so much to the Beatles’ song of the same name but rather to the Manson family’s mass murder of a pregnant Sharon Tate and her guests during which lyrics from the song were scrawled in blood on the walls.

---
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The majority of the negative response directed towards Williams in this particular instance stemmed not so much from the painting’s highly polished visual content but rather from the artist’s penchant for providing triple titles for his work and so a careful reading of content will not be given here. In this case, the canvas was given the “scholastic designation” of “Culture, Unlike War, Moves in a Breeze and Not A Gale, This With Its Slight Persistent Force has Made A 19th Century Playwright and Sodomite The Messenger of Art To Cretins And is Destined To Be the Doomed Nut In A Three Dollar Fruit Cake,” and the “remedial title” of “A Fairy’s Kiss For a Syphilitic Lily Sniffer.” Spread across the canvas in a comics-like narrative, Williams drew his subject matter from an anecdote he had discovered concerning Wilde’s undertaking of a 1882 lecture tour of the United States during which time he was invited by a mine-owner in Denver to travel to Leadville to deliver a talk to his employees. Seeking to find commonality with the roughneck silver-mining inhabitants, Wilde chose as his topic the goldsmith Cellini. Enthralled, his audience demanded to know Cellini’s whereabouts, and, when informed that he was deceased, one miner leapt up out of his chair and, waving his pistol in the air, shouted ‘Well, who shot him? I’ll kill the son of a bitch!’ and ran out into the night to do just that.\(^{91}\)

However, the impetus to translate this anecdote into painted form came from a separate and unrepresented source. As a direct result of his involvement with Zap and Ed Roth, Williams asserted, "being hauled into court, being under surveillance, being wiretapped, being harassed and intimidated by Federal Agents, well, these are the things we went through." Perhaps as a response to this harassment, Williams was compelled to make the piece after he learned that in a bar the night before his lecture, Wilde observed a sign which stated "Don’t shoot the piano player, he’s the only one we’ve got." Wilde’s comment to this, Williams appreciatively recounted, was that, "..it was the first time he had seen capital punishment meted out for bad art."

An exhibition of 16 Angeleno artists, Williams’s presence at Helter Skelter put him in the company of Lyn Foulkes, Chris Burden, Mike Kelley, Raymond Pettibon and other high-art luminaries, but it was primarily he alone that received the undiluted ire of critics and the public. Schimmel’s show was slammed by Art Issues’s David Pagel as "silly,” and as a clear sign of the need for reconciliation between the curator’s “outsider fantasies” and the requirement of the city itself for an institution unencumbered by past histories to “...curate focused, present-oriented exhibitions,” and not to hearken back to “...the bad old days of simpleminded defiance”, as invoked by the show’s title. With the exhibition in its entirety questioned as a reenactment of rebelliousness as adolescent fantasy instead of political symbolism and subjected to accusations of being "shrewdly marketed as ‘potentially controversial,’” Williams’ work did not fare much better, as he was widely touted as representing the nadir of the show. Pagel argued, his "..comic-book-style paintings of auto wrecks and vengeful bimbos, vomiting monsters and dismembered poodles come somewhere between the horror of (Lynn) Foulkes’ despair and the fake heroism of (Manuel) Ocampo’s apocalyptic images.” Conversely, Artspace reviewer Mario Cutajar positions Williams in an ambiguously positive manner as “in his own way... a genius of sorts, the inventor of an insanely coherent, paraphysical world in which as a matter of course toddlers are consumed as jerky
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(shades of Swift?) and the tooth fairy is a ‘beatnik bitch...after your calcium.’” But vague approval in a small local publication went unheard amidst the cacophony of dissent.

Supposedly animated by the resurrected spirit of 1960s idealism which perished the night of the Manson family murders, the show responded perhaps more specifically to the decades of conservatism that followed the excesses of the sixties and art’s subsequent retreat from the happening center to a more peripheral cultural impact. Helter Skelter made an enormous impression within Los Angeles’ hub of communities and drew the largest crowds in MOCA’s history as well as necessitating the presence of the LAPD riot squad on opening night.100 The focusing of enormous media scrutiny on the exhibition and the packaging of its content as potentially controversial piqued the protest of many gay- and feminist-oriented anti-defamation groups, including P.I.G.S, or Politically Involved Girlfriends, who assisted in the organization of protests and printed pamphlets for distribution, of which the following is an excerpt:

We protest the token inclusion of a few women artists fewer artists of color and very few queer artists. Why are so many canvases by Robert Williams an artist notorious for his homophobic racist and sexist images? Says Schimmel “I’m interested in art that’s going to be right in your face. I was also looking for more that had a storyline narrative. You don’t have to be an intellectual or an art historian or an art buff to understand this show, this is not art about art. It is work you can feel and understand. There’s a person behind it. It’s a real humanist kind of art.

Would Schimmel please tell us what the story of Robert William’s [sic] painting A Fairy’s Kiss for a Syphilitic Lily-Sniffer is? Who is the person behind it— a real humanist kind of artist? Do ‘we’ ‘feel’ and ‘understand’ this work in the same way? The wordy title of Williams [sic] painting spells out his homophobia in case the image the image were not enough: Oscar his [sic] called a ‘sodomite’ ‘the doomed nut in a three dollar fruitcake’ and a syphilitic lily sniffer. The last phrase collapses Wilde’s queerness into a disease, as if queerness and sickness were somehow one and the same.

This is not a call for censorship.”

Similarly but less virulently, Crumb did not escape unscathed in the eighties and nineties, despite having achieved such trappings of mainstream success as a 1985 profile in the sycophantic weekly magazine People. As recently as 1995, copies of Crumb’s book My Troubles With Women were seized by British officials at London’s Heathrow airport and in 1992 two copies of Zap #7 featuring the work of all

seven *Zap* artists were seized by Canada Customs at the Canada/U.S. border and determined to be prohibited. The seizure of the shipment destined for Ontario’s Pages-The Other Bookstore was appealed, but, typically, all the materials were redetermined to be prohibited by a Tariff and Values Administrator and destroyed by the government, despite the fact that, as artist and anti-censorship activist Jacques Boivin points out, “since Canada Customs does not discriminate between manuscripts, original art and printed matter, the destruction of a copy of *Zap* #7... is tantamount to the destruction of its original art, should it cross the border."¹⁰² Not more than one year later, volumes 5, 6, 7, and 8 of *The Complete Crumb Comics* were seized en route to Montreal’s Nebula Books, again by Canada Customs, and given the classification of “Sex with Violence”, “Child Sex”, “Incest” and “Bestiality”.¹⁰³

The question that stands then is why is this material so dangerous that it merits seizure and destruction? One answer lies in the difficulty of the importation of potentially “obscene” materials into countries such as France, England, and Canada, which is worsened by the lack of first amendment guarantees concerning freedom of expression. However, this observation provides only a partial explanation and the limits of first amendment protection in regards to censorship and obscenity were also tested in the United States, albeit some decades earlier.

*Zap on Trial*

*Zap* #4 was removed from circulation almost as soon as it was published in August 1969 and seizures and obscenity busts occurred on both coasts due mostly to the explicit sexual material contained within its pages. As Williams recalled in his 1999 monograph *Malicious Resplendence*,

> We decided to severely test the norm with this issue and to actually attempt to produce the most extremely disgusting periodical imaginable. We really intended to push peoples buttons. The moral climate in this country was entirely different then. The most extreme thing you could find of a sexual nature was *Playboy* and it was real tame.¹⁰⁴

¹⁰³ Letter of November 11, 1993 circulated to all bookselling associates by Anne M. Grieenberg of the Inland Book Company, East Haven CT.
Bookended by Moscoso’s cover of “Mr. Peanut” (Fig. 11), a psychedelic take on the Planter’s advertising icon and “Mr. Penis” (Fig. 12), his equally tuberous partner, the issue’s content was viewed in such an extreme fashion by agents of law enforcement that, although the charges in California (including those laid against Lawrence Ferlinghetti and his City Lights Bookstore and Moe Moscowitz’s Moe’s) were quickly dropped, the obscenity trial of Zap in New York City was played out in the press with the dignity and plausibility of a French Restoration farce.

Prosecutor Richard Beckler made no argument and presented no witnesses, choosing instead to spend the bulk of his cross-examinations grilling defense witness about a single Crumb strip. This lack of evidence combined with hours of discussion surrounding Crumb’s incest comic “Joe Blow” was enough for Judge Joel Tyler to confound the defense’s assertions of a “redeeming social value” by proclaiming Zap to be “...ugly, cheap, and degrading,” despite the social relevance illustrated by Crumb’s and Wilson’s then-recent inclusion in a show at the Whitney Museum of American Art titled Human Concern and Personal Torment: The Grotesque in American Art. Tyler’s decision for the prosecution was maintained on appeal, and in his anti-intellectual judgment he ruled,

In the final analysis the court must be the expert in assessing what is the dominant theme, prurient interest, community standards, redeeming social value and the like... Merely because the magazine in question appeals to the prurient interest of the sophisticated or other small group of intellectuals does not remove it from the prohibition [against obscenity]. To do so would permit the substitution of the opinions of the defendants’ sophisticated and intellectual experts for those of the average person in the contemporary community... Its purpose is to stimulate erotic responses, and it does not, as claimed, deal with basic realities of life. It is grossly shocking—demeaning the sexual

experience by perverting it... it is a part of the underworld [sic] press-
the growing world of deceit in sex, and it is not reality or honesty, as
they often claim it to be. It represents an emotional incapacity to view
sex as a basis for establishing genuine human relationships, or as a
normal part of the human condition.\footnote{107}

In March 1973, the Court of Appeals rejected \textit{amicus curiae} briefs filed by the Association of American Publishers and the New York Civil Liberties Union and affirmed the original conviction by a vote of four to three. This rejection served to lend credence to Tyler's assertion that a comic like \textit{Zap} #4 "...contains its own antidote and eventually becomes a repetitious bore-but, unfortunately, by that time it has rendered its victims shock-proof, jaded and permissive to the point of indifference toward moral values and tolerable behaviour."\footnote{108} But despite the subsequent proliferation of comics of a similar ilk and the returning of the power of obscenity determination to communities by the Supreme Court, no other major case of this type was ever prosecuted.

Many in the underground comic movement felt the New York case to be a show trial, a "bust on the counter-culture," but I would support this assumption with a more nuanced reading of the importance of this particular title's having been singled out for prosecution (or persecution, as it were). Comics of a far more explicit and exclusively pornographic nature such as Crumb's own \textit{Snatch}, and \textit{Jiz} and Rory Hayes's \textit{Cunt} were produced at the same time. Crumb's first issue of \textit{Snatch} featured a lewd centerfold titled "The Grand Opening of the Great Intercontinental Fuck-In and Orgy Riot" whose aggressively excessive nature was unmatched by any of his submissions to \textit{Zap}, but the answer behind the choice of singling out a series characterized by the inclusion of more varied material may lie in sheer numbers. These more explicit books were produced and sold covertly and in such small numbers that police seizure was close to impossible (let alone a full-
blown trial) while Zap's nation-wide distribution made it a wider, more visible, and more politically astute target. Compounding this was Tyler's coveting of the mantel of anti-pornographic crusader, a desire echoed in his banning of the Linda Lovelace epic *Deepthroat* some three years later.

Accompanying this reading of the trial as a futile attack on the nebulous category of non-mainstream culture, I feel much is to be gained from the positioning of Zaps #4, #5, and #6 as intersecting with larger cultural and societal issues concerning the deceptive and perverted representations of sexuality touched upon in Tyler's judgment. The insistence of the prosecution in obsessively fixating upon a single work comprising six pages out of a total of forty-seven is telling. Amidst strips by Crumb using racialized and racist tropes and ones by Wilson, Shelton, and Williams depicting rape, a comic using incest as a basis for a parodically distorted depiction of the American nuclear family and its values was deemed to possess the real potential for danger. Regardless of the date of Tyler's judgment or the functioning of the trial as a bust on the counter-culture or a moral crusade, the 1973 conviction has been reaffirmed again and again by the seizure and destruction of Zap titles and titles by Zap artists over the last thirty years, as well as by the vociferous protests mounted against Williams' painted work. The bodily interactions represented in Zap #4, particularly the incestuous relations with which the prosecution was so preoccupied, are not impossible imaginings but rather horrifying everyday occurrences then as now. The need to assert otherwise is one I will address in the third and final chapter of my text.

*Parameters of Time*

Although the Zap oeuvre now totals 15 books ranging in date from 1967 to 1999, by bracketing my project between the years of 1967 to 1973, I have chosen to begin with the year of Zap's first issue and end with the year that marked the beginning of what I see as the descent from its zenith and its excision from the contemporary zeitgeist. 1974 saw the effects of the newsprint shortage of 1973 and the appearance of a premature and purportedly comprehensive *A History of Underground Comics* that marked
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109 Unsubstantiated rumours speculate that the bust and trial in New York might have been related to Zap's alienation of the Mafia due to its thwarting of the distribution stranglehold on sexually explicit materials maintained by the mob.
a decisive split in the movement. Authored by Mark James Estren, now senior vice-president and general manager of the Financial News Television Network, the book was produced by Straight Arrow Press, the publishing arm of Rolling Stone Magazine. With the concept launched at a “preview” party, it was at this lavish gathering that artists were approached and asked to sign releases permitting the free-of-charge reproduction of their artwork. The reaction towards the book by the underground community in general was mixed; as Jaxon recalled,

It was welcomed by the artists (because of the recognition, i.e. the vanity factor) but was also resented by them (because of the big bucks that Estren and his Capitalist-pig-pretending-to-be-hip publisher would make off ‘our’ energy).

But for others, the response was more clear-cut. Having had his Fritz the Cat character stolen by Ralph Bakshi cutting a deal with his former wife Dana, as well as enduring countless rip-offs of his “Keep On Truckin’” image only to have any claim to the copyright revoked by a California judge, Crumb was acutely aware of the potential for further intellectual property theft. He had no intention of signing a waiver and Straight Arrow cut him a separate deal allowing him royalties but also clearly marking out a tiered system to other artists. In a sense, this separation marked out the fragmentation of perceived notions of an underground comics community, something already begun with the 1969 publication of Crumb’s Head Comix by Viking Press. The book was the first hard-cover anthology of underground comics ever produced and the first important collected work of American popular comic art to appear since George Harriman’s Krazy Kat anthology of the 1940s.

Around this same time, the shell-shocked hippie survivors of San Francisco’s heyday were in full flight back to the land and the New Left had begun to blow apart at the seams due to disillusionment and increasing government repression and harassment. The bright possibilities opened in Europe by May ’68 had dimmed, and, at home, Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger thwarted the antiwar movement by escalating violence in Viet Nam against the wishes of the majority of Americans. Adding to a mounting sense of despair was the fact, art historian Thomas Crow writes, that
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...any remaining hopes that artists could provide magical forms of political resistance rested on a mistaken understanding of the position occupied by artists in the most intense years of the Civil Rights and anti-war movements.14

Still - the truth is out there, as it were, and Zap Comix and its artists, for reasons I hope to establish here, managed to embody some of the truths of their location in comics history and larger society through the gaps in representation dictated by the Fascistic nature of the comics Code. Zap stuffed these gaps to overflowing and it was this that made them such a danger. These same gaps are echoed also in the absence of studies done on Zap, with most of the discourse surrounding the publication having taken place within the closed environs of the amateur elite world of the fanzine, a genre which The Comics Journal publisher Gary Groth dismisses as "...little more than puff sheets reflecting the uncritical enthusiasm of their young, impassioned publishers."15 The rare exception was and is Groth’s publication, begun in 1976 and having as its consistent editorial imperatives:

First, to discuss (and debate) the merits of particular comic artists as well as the artistic capacities of the medium itself, and second, to illuminate (and usually to oppose) the various social and business instrumentalities that made comics the medium it was- and prevented comics from becoming the medium it was not.16

Zapping High Art

Zap did make limited incursions into the world of high art beginning as early as 1968 with a show at the Smithsonian curated by Walter Hopps, but Williams and Crumb deny an affinity with the works of other artists marked out by Hopps to the point of professing ignorance of the Coastal California scene in the sixties.17 However, Hopps' and Edward Kienholz's aggressively masculine exhibiting space, christened Ferus after the Latin fera, or wild beast, could be seen as providing an accompanying high-art pedigree of resistance by association for Zap’s artists.

16 Ibid.: ix.
The gallery's second show in 1957 centered on a controversial collection of combines by Wallace Berman, including a cross piece which prominently featured an image of intercourse and prompted several 'citizens complaints.' Berman's inspiration for his eclectic objects was apparently also germinated by the same muse as that of underground cartoonists. According to Thomas Crow, "the nature of the borrowings...exemplifies directly the mystical enthusiasms (frequently inspired by psychotropic drugs) that animated the developing counter-culture in California."\(^{118}\) Paralleling the charges leveled against Allen Ginsburg for \textit{Howl} just one year earlier and anticipating those laid against Zap \#4 a dozen years later, Berman was eventually charged and convicted for obscenity by the same judge who had previously indicted Henry Miller's writing. Berman's crime was finally traced not to any visual object, but rather to the contents of his magazine \textit{Semina} that also present within the exhibition space.

Again like Zap's artists, Crow contends that the sixties fraternal order of Los Angeles artists, many of whom were represented by Hopps and the Ferus Gallery, "...largely turned its back on the counter-culture's romantic yearnings," although in the case of the cartoonists this was done though perversion and parodic distortion, while the 'Cool School' replaced these yearnings with, in the words of Billy Al Bengston, "man-made things we see in harsh California light."\(^{119}\) Ultimately, Zap's penchant for political expression, however distorted or sublimated, could be linked to the greater general affinity for such symbolism in the Northern California art scene. Its practitioners were situated within one of the nation's major political loci and outside of the radius of influence created by the 1963 Hopps-organized Duchamp retrospective at the Pasadena Museum of Art (now the Norton Simon Museum) which so altered the course of Southern California art through its introduction of the revolutionary notion of the ready-made.

Conversely, the beginning of the seventies also heralded a new era of the artworld as an environment for the sorts of social and ethical experimentation that had previously been the province of the Leftist cultural agenda. Amongst these new articulations, feminist issues in particular made striking forays into prominence in an attempt to redress the grievous imbalances that had occurred socially, politically, and artistically in the previous decade(s) through the ingrained chauvinism of a largely male leadership.

\(^{118}\) Crow, \textit{The Rise of the Sixties}: 60.
\(^{119}\) Ibid.: 80.
With the artworld, and, increasingly, the world of alternative comics, acting as the stage for consciousness raising for the women’s movement, as the 1970s went on Zap’s lascivious and sexist humour became even less tolerable and relevant to many.\footnote{In particular I am thinking of the Women’s building at Cal Arts under the leadership of Miriam Shapiro and Judy Chicago, and, in terms of the comics, the Trina Robbins-helmed Last Gasp publication \textit{Wimmen’s Comix} which produced seven issues between 1972 and 1979 before resuming regular publication in 1983.} Perhaps most notorious for his obsessions with women of the callypigian variety and endlessly called upon to explain and/or defend himself, Crumb has gone so far as to produce a collection of work titled \textit{My Troubles With Women} while Williams in particular has been and continues to be reviled for both his cartoons and his canvases. Williams freely admits, although he has now adjusted his views, that feminism “...knocked [him] for a loop...Fucking run wild. It was like a witch hunt and I was one of the prime targets.”\footnote{Williams. Interview of December 21, 1999.}

\textit{Zap’s Displacement From the Centre}

In any case, while the work of all of Zap’s artists shifted apace with their chronological progression, by 1973 those strips drawn by Crumb had begun to change more dramatically, both in content and location. Whereas earlier characters like Flakey Foont and Mr. Natural had always appeared deliberately cartoonish and two-dimensional regardless of the amount of personal attention lavished on them, the early and mid-seventies heralded the introduction of more realistically depicted and overtly political strips. Typical of this period’s production are the misanthropic “Let’s Talk Sense About This Here Modern America” of 1975 (Appendix F) and “That’s Life” (Appendix G), a story from the same year which functioned as narrative portraiture of the kind of interwar black bluesman whom Crumb adores and collects obsessively.

In “That’s Life” and other musically-oriented strips produced in the same style, the stereotyped and objectified representations of blacks which has and had troubled so many of Crumb’s readers in the past and present were done away with. Appearing in 1975’s third issue of \textit{Arcade} magazine and recounting the story of itinerant musician Tommy Grady, Crumb begins his strip with a domestic scene plucked from the past of Crystal Springs, Mississippi in the year 1931. We do not know whether Crumb presents us with...
a factual or fictional account, but we learn on the second-to-last page that a recording Grady made is real, Crumb having purchased it while going door-to-door canvassing for old records in small southern towns. Grady’s album was released by the Noble Record Company and sold only sixteen copies, and perhaps the lure of obscurity is what led Crumb to invent or report Grady’s short and tragic rise and fall.

Depicting clothing styles, automobiles and the urban and rural landscapes of the era with painstaking accuracy, Crumb sends Grady from his home and on a ride to Memphis with two friends who have been hired “to be on a rekkid.” After cutting four titles, Grady and his friends blow their gains on new suits, shoes, ties, hats, booze and women. This last indulgence proves to be the bluesman’s downfall as he is done in by a pistol wielded by a jealous husband. No longer serving as tropes for the examination of white racism, here Crumb’s black characters approach the compelling beauty of the reportage accomplished by the lurking nerd, that most careful observer, in his mid-sixties sketchbooks of Harlem and Bulgaria produced for Mad creator and personal hero Harvey Kurtzman’s short-lived Help! Magazine (Figs.13 and 14). But all of these lived elsewhere than the deliberate squalor of Zap.


Contrasting with these breakthroughs were the negative rantings produced at the same time. “This Here Modern America,” a laundry list of the artist’s cultural complaints that appeared in the pages of Arcade #2 serves as an example. Crumb announces, “I hate all modern and popular music and I hate motorcycles...that’s right kids, I’m just a crabby old kill-joy!” and brags of a professed hatred for “cowboys, rednecks and other white trash, their wives and kids,” as well as “niggers and most black-type coons...pushy Jews...arrogant Italians...snotty WASPS, dum polacks and all other ethnic groups.”

In the radical new directions taken with his comic art, Crumb alienated, undoubtedly in a deliberate fashion, the “Keep On Truckin’” fanbase which had worshipped him like a rock star for a few fleeting years. His waning passion for Zap as a site of production diminished further as, “already by 1973, the seven of us were seen as ‘The Establishment,’ ‘the grand old men’ of underground comics, excluding all members from our club.” Crumb further lamented, “part of what I loved about the underground was its loose, wide-open experimental quality... Eventually it became a bone of contention between me and the
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123 Crumb. “Let’s Talk Sense About This Here Modern America.” Arcade #2. 1975.
other artists,’ as Wilson and Moscoso kiboshed any suggestions of expanding the fraternal order beyond the ‘magnificent seven.’

Craving the giggles induced by drugs and big-footed, small-headed characters directed by the artist to move to the rhythms of cultural death which he saw as constituting contemporary music, this old audience of cultural totem-seekers never heard a note. Misunderstanding these gentle images and failing to detect notes of social critique even in far less mundane images of racism and abnormal sex, these readers were unwilling to sit still and read the angry musings of an artist increasing disenchanted with the society he lived in, let alone the ‘artier’ and more inaccessible fare which accompanied it in these new magazines. It seems inevitable that the disillusionment endemic to Crumb’s environment could not help but affect an artist who engages in social satire; as Alan Moore of *Watchmen* fame noted,

> Whereas once it had seemed possible that the Whitemen governing us might be redeemed by the power of sex, suddenly all that seemed to fall to pieces. Manson and Altamont happened, both faithfully mirrored in Crumb’s ‘Jumpin’ Jack Flash.’ Nixon happened and we all found ourselves in the Decade of the Snoid.

The location for “That’s Life” and “This Here Modern America,” *Arcade* was a serial anthology begun in the mid-seventies and co-founded by Crumb, Zippy the Pinhead creator Bill Griffiths, and *Maus* auteur Art Spiegelman. In 1981 the splintered wreckage of its seven-issue life ended, its attempt as rallying point for underground cartoonists foiled, in Crumb’s words, by Spiegelman and Griffiths being “too ‘high strung’ to keep the magazine going over the long haul.” Spiegelman went on to create the more avant-garde and graphically oriented *Raw* with partner Francoise Mouly, while Crumb’s forum of choice changed once again, this time to *Weirdo*, a magazine of his own creation enduring twenty-seven issues and nine years. A monthly anthology which showcased the considerable talents of such art- and comic-world luminaries as Peter Bagge, Dori Seda, and Raymond Pettibon, *Weirdo* also featured, in Crumb’s words, “...certified lunatics, primitives, psychopaths, artists who came and went and some who turned out to be the best of the younger generation, as well as some of the pioneers of the old underground.”
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As Zap became less of a primary location for the development and exploration of new artistic directions, its issues, never beholden to the kind of rigid publishing deadlines as the 'overground press' and long an issue of frustration for Crumb, began to appear at increasingly infrequent intervals, with #7 arriving in 1974, #8 in 1975 and #9 in 1978, and #10 in 1982. Although the work of Moscoso, Rodriguez and Williams began to take a more central role in the book, that of Crumb dwindled to one or two minor strips, usually of the ilk of ‘What Gives?’ from issue #8 (Appendix F), a dour take on the litany of wrongs perpetrated daily in American society from environmental degradation to hysterical women and accompanied by drawings deflated of their usual precision and lettering that appeared uncharacteristically sloppy and uneven.
Chapter III: Unwholesome Fantasies

Aside from the potential to inspire general delinquency, among the litany of specific offenses attributed to pre-code comics by anti-comics crusaders and compiled by Mike Benton are a number of harmful effects on children: the inspiration of copycat crimes, the portrayal of law enforcement in a bad light, a desensitization towards violence and, most importantly I believe, the suggestion of criminal or sexually abnormal ideas and the stimulation of unwholesome fantasies.129

With the amputation of crime, horror, science-fiction and other banned and altered comics of the Golden Age came the closing off of an avenue of phantasmic exploration which had stimulated countless youths up until 1954 and the enactment of the Comics Code. Included among these countless others were all of those who participated in the underground comics movement of subsequent decades. According to McCloud in his 2000 book Reinventing Comics, compounding the curtailment of content under the code were “...frequent contentions that comics were an artistically bankrupt form and that children were its only possible audience.”130 Crumb recalls “…buying comics in the early fifties and seeing month after month the quality of the artwork declining,” stating, “by 1955-56, it was over.”131 Like others unable to imagine a future in this new limited environment, Crumb was forced to rethink his. He drifted westward after high school from Delaware to Cleveland where he dwelled in an artistic purgatory at the American Greetings card company, wearing his graduation suit to work everyday for two years before his drug-addled run to San Francisco and freedom.132

The function of the fantasy element in western society is not simply imaginary wish fulfillment, but also that which navigates the absurd, the grotesque, and the surreal, providing the co-ordinates for our desires. Containing a decisive psychological affinity with sexuality, fantasy is heralded by Frankfurt School and then Freudian philosopher Herbert Marcuse in his 1955 work Eros and Civilization as,

131 Crumb. “I Consider the Best of the American Media of the Old Days To Be a Classical Education By Today’s Standards!” The R. Crumb Coffee Table Art Book: 23.
132 Robert Crumb. “When I left Home My Father Bought Me a Bus Ticket to Cleveland and Loaned me $14.” The R. Crumb Coffee Table Art Book: 41.
play(ing) a most decisive function in the total mental structure: it links the deepest layers of the unconscious with the highest products of consciousness (art), the dream with the reality; it preserves the archetypes of the genus, the perpetual but repressed ideas of the collective and individual memory, the tabooed image of freedom.  

Split off from the new organization of the mental apparatus brought about by the individual’s formation of subjecthood, fantasy retains a high degree of freedom from the repressive rule of the Ananke (or scarcity-driven Reality Principle). Even in the sphere of developed consciousness, Marcuse tells us, it is “‘protected from cultural alterations’ and stays committed to the pleasure principle.”  

Simply put, fantasy is our link to the unconscious, albeit one subject to distortion.

It can also work as a support for the symbolic order, as in the case of the unacknowledgeable functioning of Zizek’s buildings mentioned earlier, and akin to this instance, in fantasy’s articulation it possesses the potential to behave as a phantasmic screen, separating desire from the drive by which it is created (and thus cutting it off from any potential fulfillment of such, i.e. jouissance). In serving to obfuscate the true horror of a situation, this screen, Zizek tells us, can “...conceal this horror, yet at the same time create what it purports to conceal, its ‘repressed’ point of reference.” Yet, in current Lacanian psychoanalysis, fantasy cannot be reduced only to the notion of a scenario which masks the trauma of circumstance. Rather, it must be seen as functioning in a far more ambiguous fashion to provide a mediation between the domains of the formal symbolic structure and the positivity of objects we encounter within it. To quote Zizek, fantasy provides “...a ‘schema’ according to which certain positive objects in reality can function as objects of desire, filling in the empty places opened up by the formal symbolic structure.” Fantasy, then, in a definition of utmost importance to the functioning of Zap Comix, can allow a society to exorcise hidden impulses in a seemingly innocent fashion and in that sense works like dreams, which for Freud were the distortion and displacement of everyday life in order to make social integration possible.

136 Ibid.: 7.
Like Marcuse, I believe that Freudian psychological categories may be applied here in a sociological manner because they have become in this instance political categories. In the assertion "the return of the repressed makes up the tabooed and subterranean history of civilization," Marcuse posits psychoanalysis and its accompanying biological individualization as social psychology. The first Zap publication at the end of 1967 locates it at the outset of a point of rupture and squarely within the growing and pervasive sense of alienation which infected late sixties youth culture. The real life war in Viet Nam came home with a sickening resonance in the revelation of the slaughter of unarmed women, children, and babies by Lieutenant Calley and his troops at My Lai and in the bizarre domestic echoing of the war in Asia by the televised battle waged in the streets of Chicago as anti-war protesters were beaten and clubbed by the police during the Democratic convention. This irretrievable loss of innocence escalated during the period between the first and the sixth issues, deeply penetrated and fractured as it was by the horror of the assassinations of Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr., the Manson Family murders, the Stonewall Riots, Altamont, Kent State, and in the election of Richard Nixon after which, as Alan Moore put it, "we all found ourselves in the Decade of the Snoid." Indeed, Art History Ph.D. candidate Patricia Kelly contends concerning the period of Zap’s inception, "...as Kennedy’s ‘New Frontier’ gave way to Johnson’s ‘Great Society,’ a society now fractured by the antiwar movement, student mobilization and urban violence, the rhetoric of freedom and democracy possible in the immediate postwar period could no longer be maintained."

Although direct reference to contemporaneous political issues is almost completely absent in Zap, rare instances did occur. In 1968’s issue #1, a small Crumb strip covering 1/8 of a page used the guise of the Viet Nam war and two animated walkie-talkies to make what was essentially a vintage burlesque joke (Fig. 15). Devoid of critique, the piece is of note due to its unique articulation the theatre in Southeast Asia’s geographical name and in that sense functions as a clue to what lies behind Zap’s screen;
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Walkie-Talkie #1: Hey! I thought you were in Vietnam!
WT #2: I was!
WT #1: I got court-marshaled and now I’m AWOL! Boy am I in big trouble! Whew!
WT #2: What’d you get court-marshaled for in the first place?
WT #1: Man, I was sick of that shit!
WT #1: So one day this lousy corporal ordered me to relay a message...
WT #1: An’ I tol’ ‘im to go fuck himself! Har har!
WT #2: Haw haw!

Far more incisive and overt is Gilbert Shelton’s “Wonder Wart-Hog’s Believe It or Leave It! You Don’t Know How Good You Got It Here in America, Bub” strip from issue #5 (Appendix G). Shelton’s satirical critique enumerates contentious American laws and policies couched in terms of foreign idiocy, i.e. “voodoo charms such as pieces of coloured cloth are required to be worshipped in some lands,” is made to stand in for calls to institute an anti-flag burning constitutional amendment. Most damning and most specific, however, is his final panel in which portraits of Melvin Laird, Richard Russell, Mendell Rivers, Strom Thurmond, John Stennis, and J. William Fulbright are carefully rendered singing the southern standard “Oh, I wish I was/ in de land ob cotten,/ old times dere/ is not forgotten...” beneath the caption “105 years ago the people of the Southern United States relinquished the use of violence, laid down their weapons, quit fighting the civil war, and today they control the nation legally!”

The appearance of strips by Zap’s artists in underground papers such as the East Village Other and Kaleidoscope would no doubt have exposed them to clear political rhetoric, but I believe they, as Crow
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posits regarding Ed Kienholz's War Memorial (Fig.16), "...had sense enough to realize that (they) could not match the searing photographs and video footage issuing from the conflict every day, images that were already doing their work to undermine public support for the war."  


In the contemporaneous realm of modern art from which the underground artists felt themselves to be irreconcilably alienated, socially engaged artists struggled with the search for a means of direct intervention at a time when the criticism of Clement Greenberg, while still seeing art production as a profoundly political process, decreed its separation from the overtly political as fundamental criteria. In the placing of the June 17, 1965 “End Your Silence” advertisement in The New York Times, five hundred artists and writers chose to ‘speak out’ against Viet Nam and to express a desire to ‘once more have faith in the United States of America.’

In a recent talk, Kelly points out, rightly I believe, that this desire for renewed faith in America spoke of a frustration with the murkiness of artistic vision in the 1960s under the waning stranglehold of the Greenbergian hangover. Like Zap’s artists, the signers of “End Your Silence” recognized their
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inability, as Kelly puts it, "...to compete with the immediacy and directness of the mass media photograph" whether moving or still. However, unlike the independently produced and distributed medium of underground comics, high art practitioners had to negotiate the treacherous terrain of the institution, something which was increasingly seen as an instrument of the military-industrial complex and the war in Viet Nam. While artists such as Lawrence Wiener, Robert Smithson, Donald Judd and a host of others became interested in alternate vocabularies and languages, new possibilities and different modes of distribution as means to increase the visibility and influence of contemporary art, the artists involved in the underground comics movement were fortunate to have within their genre ready-made blueprints for the creation of an often narrative visual already entrenched within the potentiality of subversion, as firmly located as they were in an irreconcilable apartness from the larger artworld.

From the Social to the Local

*Zap* appeared amidst the brief Edenic flash that was the Summer of Love in the Haight, intersecting with both the zenith and the tail end of the doomed and fragile idealism that could not survive. The latter had no defense against what Crumb called in a letter of February 11, 2000 "...the invasion of [the Haight's] enclaves by a 'coarser' variety of long-haired drug-using youths, who had no ideals at all, but wanted in on all the dope and free love."\(^{145}\) John Thompson, a cartoonist for *The Berkeley Barb* reiterates this sense of collapse in a recollection of San Francisco after the February 1968 assassination of Dr. King:

Thus began the bleakest four months of my life. For the past three years my friends and I had been ideistically committed to struggling with the crucial social issues of the day. Our optimism peaked during 1967's 'Summer of Love'... the further we got from that idyllic summer, the more violent things seemed.\(^{146}\)

*Zap*'s issues produced in the context of this post-idiyllic hippie dystopia then became a forum for the expression of personal and cultural decadence in the face of a world seemingly gone mad, an exorcism of tortured libidos and a materialization of the inherent antagonisms within the ideology of a society in the throes of immense change.


The Beats, Guy Debord’s mystical cretins, transmitted their sensibility to their true heirs, the hippies, and to their some-time pretenders, the radicals of the new left, in this same locale. Zap was embraced by San Francisco’s hippie population with the fervor of the newly converted, albeit appealing more to what Crumb refers to as “the hard-drinking, hard-fucking end of the Hippie spectrum as opposed to the spiritual, Eastern-religious, lighter-than-air type of Hippie.” The left, however, saw relevance for only a short period of time; negative murmurings had arisen in the underground press as early as 1971.

Still, for a time, Zap’s creative fraternity, and Crumb in particular, attained unheard of stature for artists working in a medium founded on a tradition of anonymity. Recounting the hysterical reaction to Janis Joplin’s announcement at the Fillmore Ballroom East that Big Brother and the Holding Company’s new album cover was illustrated by R. Crumb, Steven Heller, current art director for The New York Times Magazine recalled,

As it flashed on the huge screen behind her, the audience went wild. In those days Crumb was as big as the biggest rock star. Fritz the Cat, Mr. Natural, and Keep On Truckin’ had earned him icon status— they were emblems of youth culture.

Although refusing to subscribe to the culture that celebrated them, Zap’s artists encompassed points of intersection with both sides of the board. Too mean spirited and cynical for the naive goodwill of many love children, the cartoonists’ irreverence and lack of respect for serious issues such as women’s liberation and consciousness raising were too much for those committed to revitalizing participatory democracy through social and political change.
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148 In the March 31, 1971 issue of Madison, Wisconsin’s Underground weekly Kaleidoscope, columnist PB Ribbon delineates the value of early issues in their spotlighting of sex and perversity in order to generate a gut reaction, but expresses misgivings about the focus in more recent issues (presumably #4 and #5) on sado-masochism and brutality. He damns Zap, Bijou Funnies and other books as having “...failed and/or avoided issues and feelings of people in Women’s Lib, Gay Lib, and Third World (unless derogatorily).” Ribbon also cites an end to the relevance and humour of characters like Angelfood McSpade in their negotiations of white racism (but does not elaborate as to why), and generally decries a lack of ‘consciousness-raising’ and sincere political and social commentary. (PB Ribbon. “Umbilical Chords.” Kaleidoscope. March 3, 1971: 15).

149 Steven Heller. The Life and Times of R. Crumb: 95.

150 Apparently, the same feelings on the part of the Left remain true. On a December 1999 research trip to Los Angeles, I informed staff at the Center for the Study of Political Graphics that I was to meet and interview Robert Williams the following day; one staff member commented, “That’s like going to see the devil himself.”
A friend and contemporary of Bataille, revisionist Freudian psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan was a structuralist who pioneered the usage of Frederick Saussure’s theory of linguistics as a framework for understanding the formulations of decentered human subjectivity. Like Bataille, Lacan had also previously drawn on Surrealism in a similarly constructive manner, and, according to Carolyn Dean,

Together and yet separately, they redefined the relation of desire to culture and aesthetics and, in so doing, constructed the foundations of a new theory of subjectivity that extended and transformed modernist and psychological thought.  

Both conceived of the self as an ‘other,’ but one which was not completely cast adrift from its origins like the alienated model put forth by Breton’s Surrealists; in Dean’s words, “...they dissolved the self by trying to rescue it from dissolution.” Seeing identity as constituted by a mediation of others through a process of self-alienation, for Lacan the notion of the Real was that which escapes symbolization. For Zizek, the distance from reality to the Real is like the gap between beauty and ugliness, not so much Lacan’s invisible beyond but instead functioning as a stain which blurs our clear perception of reality and provides us with the minimum of idealization the subject needs in order to assume a neutral-objective view. For Zap, the unrepresentability of the Real is filtered not through a minimum of idealization to allow a relatively comfortable negotiation, but rather through an experience of desublimation, thus allowing us, the audience, a brush with the true horror of the violence of the comics’ contemporaneous political climate. The phantasmic screen invoked earlier is here employed in the exposition of certain unacknowledgeable cultural aspects, but also in the masking of the traumas of sexual violence, perversion, fetishism, and racism. In this work of simultaneously showing and hiding, Zap Comix serves to provide insights into the ideology of larger superstructures while also lending certain of these frameworks non-acknowledged obscene support.
Crumb and Williams have historically allied themselves with an anti-pretentious, and, at times, anti-intellectual stance, both having denied the inclusion of specific political or philosophical agendas (apart from general hedonism and vague anarchistic leanings) within their work in the earlier Zaps.\textsuperscript{154} Despite this, I would argue Zap Comix are informed by the writings of contemporaneous iconic philosophical figures, particularly within the then-popular anti-consumerist theories promoted by the German ex-patriates of the Frankfurt School. The stance adopted by Herbert Marcuse in his earlier, Freudian work superficially seems a close match. The strips in Zap perhaps embody the fundamental notion outlined in \textit{Eros and Civilization} as the basis for the development of a non-repressive civilization: the throwing off of convention and of sexual inhibitions in order to reacquaint humanity with the Pleasure Principle. For Marcuse, the direction of progress depended completely on the opportunity to activate repressed organic and biological needs through the transformation of the body from an instrument of labour to one of pleasure. This revolutionary notion flew in the face of the then commonly held belief that,

\begin{quote}
Happiness must be subordinated to the discipline of work as full time occupation, to the discipline of monogamic reproduction, to the established system of law and order. The methodical sacrifice of libido, its rigidly enforced deflection to socially useful activities and expressions, is culture.\textsuperscript{155}
\end{quote}

However, for Crumb, Williams and the other artists contained within Zap’s pages, there was no thought towards revolution, or even the future unless it was as phantasmic vision.

Unlike Marcuse, Zap and the undergrounds were not proposing to set forth a therapeutic programme for the release of repressed sexuality and the freeing of the Pleasure Principle with a Utopic goal. Rather, they coupled expressions of sexual freedom with often vicious attacks on society (and the bodies of women), performing them through a bastardized vehicle of the mass culture which Marcuse so vehemently and one-dimensionally critiqued. All of these are characteristics more in keeping with the principles of pornographic literature than Marcuse’s mid-fifties brand of anti-consumerist Freudian optimism.

Pornography emerged as a discursive field at the end of the 18th century, a formation historian Lynn Hunt posits as coming “...into existence, both as a literary and visual practice and as a category of


understanding, at the same time as- and concomitantly with- the long-term emergence of Western modernity.”

Hunt thus yokes this emergence to the Renaissance, the Enlightenment, and both the scientific and French Revolutions, although the term itself does not make its first appearance in European language until Nicolas Edme Réétif de la Bretonne’s 1769 narrative on prostitution titled Le Pornographe.

Accompanying the rise of literacy and the spread of education sparked by the Enlightenment was an expurgation of classic texts for mass consumption beginning in the eighteenth century and continuing on well into the nineteenth. These excisions lead Hunt to argue that, “the promise of the promiscuity of the representations of the obscene- ‘when it began to seem possible that anything at all might be shown to anybody’- engendered the desire for barriers, for catalogs, for new classifications and hygienic censoring.”

While the concept of obscenity has existed for as long as distinctions have been made between public and private behaviours, the discourse of pornography developed in response to the “menace” of the democratization of society attached to eighteenth century European culture, as well as to the shifting balance between public and private zones which accompanied these anxieties.

In the latter half of the 18th century, the rapidly expanding field of pornographic literature became increasingly political. Indeed, Hunt asserts of this time, “...explicit sexual description almost always had explicitly subversive qualities,” and the same can certainly be said of the earlier issues of Zap, particularly #4, #5, and #6. At the foundations of the tradition of pornography located in Hunt’s case study are the democratic implications articulated through its association with print culture and the materialist ideology of the philosophes. These implications, paralleled by Zap’s association with print culture, the specificities of comics history and also the anti-consumerist ideology of 1960s youth counter-culture, are then subsequently compounded in both instances by the genre’s role as an avenue of expression for political attacks on the powers of the established regimes.

Although Hunt locates her arguments at the formative stages of Western modernity, overlap is apparent with the types of anxieties generated by Zap Comix and discussed in the first chapter. In the exodus of women from the home, increased class mobility and the emergence of a new American leisure
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class, flux occurred in the borders separating the domestic, private, and feminized sphere from that of the public and previously predominantly male environment at its exterior. The permeability of these arenas, and their exposition within the pages of EC and other comics’ titillatingly violent domestic situations, can certainly be seen as being of the same ilk as those which caused the definition of the pornographic genre at its inception. As we previously saw in the Senate Subcommittee hearings of 1954, the ideas these books contained were powerful enough to engender their own mass expurgation.

Like these murdered books, Zap’s consistent mode of sexual representation in the six-year period my project encompasses is one devoid of the procreative sexuality (sublimated as diversion from the libidinous instincts towards the alien object of the opposite sex) sanctioned and required by the very nature of the repressive civilization Marcuse saw the fifties as constituting. Instead, the gratification of partial instincts and non-reproductive genitality throw off their subsidiary shackles and step from their place in the shadows of taboo and perversion to be fully examined within a phantasmic, or ‘pornotopic’ environment. Providing what Marcuse terms “a promesse de bonheur greater than that of ‘normal’ sexuality,”159 these so-called perversions reject the enslavement of the pleasure ego and pleasure principle by the reality ego and principle. They rebel against the subjugation of sexuality under the order of procreation and those authorities and institutions that guarantee it.

Fantasy, again, plays a pivotal role; not only constitutive, it also images perversions, and thus provides defined instances of gratification and freedom. Emphatically refuting the means-to-an-end attitude of procreation, perversions and the fantasies that circumscribe them (as well as the vehicle in which they are contained) make sexuality a means-unto-itself. These perversions thus excise themselves from the performance principle (that specific reality principle which governs the origins and growths of repressive civilization) and challenge its very foundation.

Opening the Books...

In the December 1969 issue of Art and Artists, the cover of which was lavishly illustrated in a flurry of homoerotic pirate-themed gore by S. Clay Wilson, David Zack situates that artist’s work as going
beyond the confines of ‘old-fashioned’ pornography, a medium which he sees as inextricably linked to commerce. Instead, he argues, “Wilson and the other people are doing smut of a different stamp. Smut for art’s sake. More likely, smut for society’s sake.”

While overly hyperbolic, Zack’s placing of Wilson in the super-pornographic sphere is reiterated in the strip “A Ball In the Bunghole,” subtitled “A Study in Decay” (Appendix H), one of the best examples of the deliberate boundary transgressions of Zap. Using ways of seeing not foreign to the visual language of the series, Wilson’s strip comes on like a killer acid hangover, the physical imperfections of both his male and female characters looming large. Hairy scrotums, veiny pricks and unsightly bulges fragment the panels into densely patterned compositions, betraying a hatred and fear of the physical. Juxtaposing a cartoonish version of luxury with the lowest vulgarity, the strip deliberately calls to mind the Marquis de Sade with its broad caricature of an 18th century nobleman. Like those in Wilson’s strips, Carolyn Dean describes Sade’s characters as “...merely theatrical props that are discarded and exchanged for others as new erotic fantasies require new decors.” Wilson’s Black Prince, manservant, and little servant girl are stock one-dimensional beings, and the ‘innocent’ scene in which they participate degenerates quickly into filth as it recalls low-grade porn scenarios of the “handyman surprises horny house-wife” ilk.

Like other members of Zap, Wilson celebrates an interrelation between sex and violence but unlike the others, he gives form to a palpable fear and disgust for his subject that traps him in a one-dimensional realm of excess. In choosing his strip’s ending, Wilson directs his manservant to ejaculate twice into the woman’s body, once with his penis and once with his pistol. As the bullet enters her vagina, it penetrates the length of her being, reiterating the servant girl’s (and, by association, women’s) disposability. In the last panel, we see the bullet lodged like a black pearl in the tip of the Prince’s cock while, no longer even an accessory, the girl lies spent (literally and metaphorically) face-down on the floor. Her head disappears beyond the panel’s boundary, sealing her objectification with an acephalic finality, and the focused-upon body part we are left contemplating is her spread and bloodied ass.
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With the body of his work in the issues discussed here acting as variations on a homogenous theme, Wilson can be seen to revel in desublimatory baseness without the negotiative devices of humour and irony which characterize the treatment of sexual matter in Williams’ and Crumb’s work. Psychologically, the choice of humour as a tool serves as one of the modes of defense against the dimension of the traumatic Real that pertains to the sex act as well as providing a phantasmic screen for symbolic acts of aggression. However, Wilson’s work is not devoid of redemption; his importance can be seen in his push to expand the boundaries of other Zap artists, particularly Crumb whose earlier sexually-oriented material featured in issues #0 and #1 was not distant from the tame adolescent humour of his first Fritz the Cat strips. Typified by a 1964 excerpt from Harvey Kurtzman’s Help! magazine (Fig.17), in this example Crumb has Fritz convince a nude lady cat to lie down while he looks for fleas.

Reinforcing this notion of a therapeutic role, Wilson himself recalls “later, I talked Crumb (a repressed Catholic choirboy) into drawing ‘dirty...’ that is drawing anything that occurred to him, without censorship or concern for an imagined audience. He took my advice and did so with relish.”

In perusing this embryonic example, immediately apparent is the distance between the puerile snickerings of Fritz and the social assumptions satirized in Crumb’s strip “Joe Blow” from issue #4 (Appendix I), a story, which comprised almost the entire substance of the prosecution’s cross-examination of defense witnesses at the New York obscenity trial. It also, I believe, fully embodies Georges Bataille’s proposition in his essay “The Old Mole and the prefix Sur in the Words Surhomme and Surrealist”, that,

By excavating the fetid ditch of bourgeois culture, perhaps we will see open up in the depths of the earth immense and even sinister caves where force and human liberty will establish themselves, sheltered from the call to order of a heaven that today demands the most imbecilic elevation of any man’s spirit.\(^{163}\)

The ideal of family values (and all that this term entails) as represented in this comic is located at the depths of Bataille’s fetid ditch. Plumbing these depths, the rupturing of minimal idealization in “Joe Blow” serves as an operation of desublimation, producing a nauseating overproximity to and a horrifying encounter with the Real. The round contours of Crumb’s characters in this strip are instantly legible as shorthand for the All-American family as we are introduced to Joe and life-mate Lois in the setting of their quintessentially American living room. Joe relaxes in easy chair, gazing at the television while Lois queries, “Hey Joe! Are you pretending to watch TV even though it’s not on?”\(^{164}\) “Yep!” Joe answers, and the characters are immediately betrayed both by the absurdity of this exchange and by the punctures performed by the neurotic and repetitive quill lines of Crumb’s rapidograph, his short, stuttered penstrokes breaking apart the image and any assumption we might have of what will come next.

The strip abruptly and sickeningly changes pace as Joe, the conscientious Dad, checks on “Sis” and her homework only to discover her masturbating. Looking perplexed, Joe goes to the bathroom and, perusing the medicine cabinet, pops a pill called ‘Compoz’ which makes him a “new man.” Newly reinvigorated, he marches back to his daughter and pulls out his lovingly rendered and oversized penis, initiating a blow-job by exhorting his daughter to “pretend it’s candy!” As Dad’s fingers root in Sis’s wet crotch, its moisture denoted by carefully drawn droplets of liquid, the Real, tempered by absurd humour, rears its ugly head. Pants around their ankles and rutting on the ground, Dad and Sis are happened upon by

Junior who runs to his mother for solace or, at the very least, some kind of explanation. Although hardly on par with the explicit taboo-shattering of Dad and Sis’ exchange, she responds by returning in bondage gear to educate her son in the invisible environs beyond the page.

Grotesquely summarized by Joe’s comment “I never realized how much fun you could have with your children!” Crumb’s strip plays with the tensions between the postwar nuclear family sanctioned by religion, government and psychology, and the sixties’ reinvention and replacement of these tropes with new, naively idealized notions of the commune. Also at play must be the grotesque hell of his own family life, laid so bare in Zwigoff’s 1995 film.

While the Comic Code’s absolute prohibition of sexual content opened up a gap in representation used to signify the absence/presence of the act, Zap provided its materialization while still being hindered by the unrepresentability of the ecstatic nature of the sex act itself. Perhaps also present is a lingering distaste characteristic of how, as Bataille puts it in “The Big Toe,” “…the vicissitudes of organs, the profusion of stomachs, larynxes, and brains traversing innumerable animal species and individuals, carries the imagination along in an ebb and flow it does not willingly follow, due to a hatred of the still painfully perceptible frenzy of the bloody palpitations of the body.”

In Robert Williams’ strip “The Supreme Constellation of Dormasintoria”(Appendix J), he begins with a standard, science-fiction type prologue narrated by a talking clitoris;

Far off in a clean vacuum void, free of genitalia, cocks, pussies, turds and things that relate to crude, basic, archaic mammal existence, presided a nebulistic deity. This great cloud formation shaped a giant soul, made of a trillion galaxies composed into one master life form...

This clean vacuum void that Williams writes of is an environment which sidesteps the representation of human copulation through fetishization and perhaps also exemplifies the “zero-form” of sexuality for humans outlined by Zizek. Zizek argues that for animals, this zero-form takes the shape of copulation, whereas for humans,

...the zero-form is masturbation with fantasizing; any contact with a real, flesh-and-blood other, any sexual pleasure that we find in
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touching another human being, is not something evident but inherently traumatic, and can be sustained only in so far as this other enters the subject's fantasy-frame.\textsuperscript{168}

In “Dormasintoria”, Williams provides a spoof on the big bang theory acted out by cosmic entities who engage in biomechanical copulation. The flesh-and-blood other, or the realm of cocks and pussies is excised by the machine. The floating female constellation is caught by the galactic male deity, and when “nature prevails,” trap doors split her ass, revealing an interior which brings to mind more the workings of the automobile, cams, rods, shafts and pistons, rather than Bataille’s billowing waves of viscera. The chromed figures of an acephalic man and an ecstatic woman recall more the rococo hood ornaments of the automotive excesses of the 1950s and the car culture and aesthetics of this era out of which Williams’s art developed than any living form. Within Williams’s new take on creation, with its melding of the celestial and the mechanic, is perhaps a premonitory clue towards Deleuze and Guattari’s articulation of a ‘new humanity,’ one which comes out of an alliance, or coupling, between desiring machines and Bodies without Organs,\textsuperscript{169} but perhaps also something far more sinister. In the denial of organs to the female character, indeed in the denial of any kind of recognizable human interior, Williams commits the ultimate Othering and fetishization of women: biomechanical dehumanization. This notion is reinforced when one examines the first panel of his “Masterpiece on the Shithouse Wall” from issue #6 (Fig. 18), in which Coochy Cooty, the artist’s bug-like alter-ego, holding a pen and a bottle of ‘pornographer’s ink’ loudly proclaims, ‘No ‘innards’ for ‘filthy cartoon bitches’!!’\textsuperscript{170}

Likely drawing from the wealth of science fiction imagery contained within the genre of Golden Age comic typified by such titles as EC’s \textit{Weird Science} and \textit{Weird Fantasy}, a similar melding of futuristic imaginings and sexuality occurs in several other strips. In issue #0, Crumb meditates on a “big new wonderful tomorrow” in “City of the Future” (Appendix K). Amidst musings on \textit{Bladerunner}-ish death squads who come for you at the age of 65 armed with cyanide pies and TV-headed robot baby-sitters, the artist includes the following fantasy: “Special fucking androids will be available to everyone! Social

\textsuperscript{168} Zizek. The Plague of Fantasies: 65.


problems will disappear. Risk of involvement with the opposite sex will be eliminated!"\(^{171}\) Accompanying this text, Crumb depicts a surreal brothel in which two short, fat and ugly men peruse a selection of vacant-eyed and bountifully-endowed sex robots, one of whom dangles a price tag of $49.50 from the hem of her mini-dress.

The next panel again takes an unexpected and disturbing twist: the same androids available for purchase are now heaped in a bloody, dismembered pile as, Crumb proclaims, "the androids will be put to other good uses. Sadists can torture them, cut them up, tear them to pieces!"\(^{172}\) Unlike the empty interiors of Williams’ fembots, in this case the viscerality of the women’s bodies is undeniable. As the sadist adds to the growing pile of corpses, he repeatedly punches and kicks his current target with heavily spiked boots, her role as a human facsimile biologically betrayed by the mangled brain which still clings to her otherwise headless neck.

Such troubling depictions of women are complicated even further in the examination of one of Spain Rodriguez’s rare contributions to these earlier books, “Mara, Mistress of the Void” from issue #4 (Appendix L). Graphically sophisticated, Rodriguez fills his pages with asymmetrical panels detailing the un-linear adventure of a group of space vixens. Relatively plotless, the narrative quickly explodes into an unexplained conflict between two female crewmembers. The victory of one leads her to celebrate by placing what can only be understood as a male slave, perhaps a member of a subjugated underclass defined by gender, into a harness for the express purpose of enforcing lengthy and involuntary cunnilingus. The violence and total confounding of reproductive sexual economy through the depiction of perversion, fetishism and sexual violence as denoted through these examples may also be understood as functioning akin to the symbolic transactions Bataille outlines in “The Notion of Expenditure.”
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Fig. 18 Robert Williams. Excerpt from “Masterpiece on the Shithouse Wall.” Zap Comix #6. (Berkeley CA: Last Gasp 1973)
He defines these as being part of a group “...characterized by the fact that in each case the accent is placed on a loss that must be as great as possible in order for that activity to take on its true meaning.”

Employing these reversals and desublimatory transactions as recurring tropes, Bataille developed an approach to heterogeneous matter, “...so repulsive that it resisted not only the idealism of Christians, Hegelians, and Surrealists, but even the conceptual edifice-building of traditional materialists.”

Frequently at odds with the Surrealist group with whom he had initially collaborated, in Andre Breton’s concept of the mental doors “opening wide,” Bataille saw precisely the affirmation of aestheticism and idealism, smacking faintly of religion, that he sought to oppose while to Breton he appeared as nothing more than an “excremental philosopher.”

However, these losses Bataille insisted upon come at a price, and one not borne equally by all participants. In the angry sex and black humour represented in Zap (echoing in a less self-conscious manner the _amour fou_ and _humour noir_ employed by the Surrealist programme), the boundaries between humour and suffering tend to blur and therein lies the area which both interests and disturbs me, the point of intersection between the Law and its transgression in which desire and fantasy are manufactured.

Akin to the Surrealists, in Zap women were primarily vehicles for the exploration of male self-hood and for the vicarious transgressions of boundaries. Comic artist Skip Williamson has stated, “to deny sexism is to deny the cultural heritage of the comics,” but this hardly seems sufficient. Comics hostile to men and produced by women, such as Lynn Chevely and Joyce Farmer’s 1972 _Tits and Clits_ and Trina Robbins’ 1976 _Wet Satin_, were met with far more negative receptions than their male-produced counterparts and often a blank refusal to examine their content as anything other than anti-male statements, despite the impetus for their production having clearly been the outpouring of anti-woman hostility their creators identified with the undergrounds. Although Robbins’ other all-women title, the serial anthology _Wimmen’s Comix_ published by Ron Turner at Last Gasp beginning in 1972, was well-received, her later _Wet Satin_ book only lasted two issues in total under Dennis Kitchen’s Krupp Comic Works label. Robbins recalls “...the Midwestern printer for Krupp Comic Works refused to touch it on the grounds that it was
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pornographic." Yet this inherent sexism produced from a fraternal environment is also in keeping with the pornographic tradition invoked earlier. The end result of the imaginings laid out in the eighteenth century texts of the Marquis de Sade, Rééif de la Bretonne, Denis Diderot and others was not the liberation of but the subjugation of women in order to service men, something replicated within the Surrealist realm as well as within the pages of Zap. Of this earlier period, Hunt argues, "...pornography as a structure of literary and visual representation most often offered women's bodies as a focus of male bonding." Authored by men and intended for an audience of male readers, works contained within the parameters of pornographic discourse created and create a perverse fraternity (quite literally in the case of Zap's 'magnificent seven') through an intersection of voyeurism and objectification which provided social leveling for men, both in terms of creators and readers, at the expense of women.

The arborescent growth of the anti-war movement into that of women's liberation provided complications that went far beyond Zap's creators' critical focus on sexuality as an emancipatory process. I see the more gruesome depictions of sexual violence in Zap as being informed by the anxiety and hostility surrounding the emergence of new cultural and social identities for women in the 1960s and inhabiting the masked side of the comics' functioning as a phantasmic screen. While the wave of extremely explicit representations of sexuality was on some level linked to the restrictive and repressive libidinal economy perpetrated by American post-war culture, some of these seemed beyond the boundaries of that which can be rationalized as a therapeutic outlet. Robbins writes of the underground comics' obsessive focus on such subject matter, "entails, usually female, were scattered over the landscape in a phenomenon of violence to women that I believe has never been equaled in any other medium."180

Hostility to women cloaked by humour recurs frequently in strips by Crumb, even when he ventures into terrain characterized by a more heightened political awareness. The initial appearance of female revolutionary "Lenore Goldberg and Her Girl Commandos" was featured in the first issue of the
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The strip begins with the promise of female empowerment in the prologue, "From Out of the Depths of Servitude and Oppression, Leading the Militant Wing of the Female Liberation Front, Comes... Lenore Goldberg and Her Girl Commandos," but disappointingly ends with the titular character, a callipigian Amazon like all the others in her cell, talking revolution while performing oral sex on her boyfriend. Perhaps, then, Crumb’s feelings towards the emancipation of women are more truly revealed in a Zap comic from the same year titled “Mr. Natural Takes A Vacation” (Appendix N), in which everybody’s favourite guru attends a Women’s Liberation League meeting and “demonstrate[s] for you one of the better techniques used in bringing the individual to self-realization!” The method Mr. Natural personally demonstrates to all the tightly-clothed and large-breasted feminists attending the meeting is, of course, to line them all up on the stage and kick each of them in the ass.

The preponderance for the mixing of sex and violence in the undergrounds is cleverly mocked by Williams in his “Bludgeon Funnies” from issue #5 (Appendix O). In it, Williams opens with the promise “The Comic Strip That Doesn’t Pull Any Punches!” and does not disappoint when he inserts underneath the image of an angel assaulting the devil with an enormous crucifix. On the following page, Williams confounds our expectations by drawing an enormous and cartoonishly muscular woman mercilessly beating a tiny man with his pants down under the heading “Erotic Violence Sweetens the Courtship!” Ending with the truism “Violence is Always Right If You’re the Winner!” an examination of other Zap strips professing similar messages proves Williams’ humorous take to be the exception rather than the rule.

One need only look to S. Clay Wilson’s profoundly disturbing “Come Fix,” included in 1968’s issue #3 (Fig.19) to find a succinct encapsulation of the paranoid misogyny which undercuts and contaminates Zap’s more positive attributes. Wilson sets the stage for his single-page piece with the unlikely introduction, “A few of the Southside dykes had captured one of the local studs. Bernice was busy milking a cup full of come out of him...” He proceeds from a female-on-male sexual assault
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scenario to one in which an intravenous injection of semen causes one of the ‘local stud’s’ lesbian assailants to instantaneously develop male genitalia of her own. In Wilson’s construction of a sorority of women to rival the fraternity which characterizes pornographic production and readership, and in his transference of the ownership of the phallus from a man to a homosexual woman (read: one who has no use whatsoever for a man), he plays to the fears and desires surrounding such aspects of sexuality, titillating and arousing phantasmic notions concerning misogyny, female domination and male castration anxieties.

*Behind the Phantasmic Screen, Part Two: Race*

Separate from, but still connected to the depictions of women and sexuality in *Zap* are its depictions of race, particularly those put forth by Crumb. However, it is of the utmost importance to situate these representations within the larger history of racial depictions in American comics, thus securing anchor lines to the past to help account for their offensive nature. As Americanist Steven Loring Jones rightly points out, the first appearances of comic strips in U.S. newspapers during the 1890s corresponded with the beginning of a renewed era of racial segregation. Racist laws and Southern hysteria over carpetbaggers developed following the end of the Civil War, and the dismantling of the confederacy created a shift in the social climate which ensured the black comic figure’s surpassing of the Irish at the turn of the century as the butt of the nation’s jokes. Utilizing imagery borrowed from minstrelsy, America’s first national popular entertainment and a theatrical mainstay until the 1940s, black characters created for the white press were a close approximation to the contemporaneous hit song “All Coons Look Alike to Me.”
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186 But, tellingly, not one of rape. For all of Wilson’s obsessive and repetitive depictions of homosocial and homoerotic environments (biker gangs, gay pirates, lesbian street gangs,) nowhere does he ever depict any kind of actual homosexual erotic encounter involving penetration, oral sex, or anything wilder than cartoonish kissing and groping. All of these are reserved for heterosexual encounters and, most bizarrely in the case of issue #3’s “Captain Pissgums and His Pervert Pirates,” a sexual encounter between a professed lesbian and a gay man. (S. Clay Wilson. “Captain Pissgums and His Pervert Pirates.” *Zap Comix* #3. Berkeley CA: Last Gasp 1969.)

This shockingly commonplace racism is typified in a January 6, 1901 of comics pioneer R.F. Outcault's turn-of-the-century *New York Herald* strip "Poor Lil' Mose" in which the titular character, ensconced in the racialized fiction of a rural black Arcadia, daydreams of being a millionaire. Centered around Mose's fantasy of owning "the first auto-mobile in coontown," the child's vision also included, according to
historian Ian Gordon, “his entire family clad in the style of the Zip Coon, and a family coat of arms composed of a straight razor, a set of dice, and a slice of watermelon.”

Clearly indicated by the standard big-eyed, wide-lipped and round-headed examples from Windsor McCay’s 1907 *Little Nemo in Slumberland* (Fig. 20) and George McManus’s 1929 *Bringing Up Father* (Fig. 21), these types of images were not representations of blacks at all, but were in fact caricatures derived from gross parodies of “black life,” originally the life of slaves.
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Precisely echoing and parodying these tropes of representation some fifty years later is the small, one panel gag-strip added by Crumb to the inside rear cover of Zap #1 (Fig.22).

Recalling the endless back-page advertisements for Hostess Fruit Pies and Sea Monkeys reproduced in contemporaneous Code-approved teen standards such as Archie and Richie Rich, (the one a tribute to the circular and terminally unfulfilled heterosexual performativity of severely repressed teenagers and the other a phantasmic exploration of the world’s smallest Ubercapitalist), Crumb’s ad, unlike those for preservative-laden snacks or freeze-dried brine shrimp, (and perhaps as an indictment of advertisers who care naught for those who manufacture or consume their products), tries to sell its audience canned Nigger Hearts. Two corn-fed Campbell soup icons, their arms thrown skyward, cry “Hey Mom! Let’s Have Nigger Hearts For Lunch!” while advertising spokesman Wildman Sam, round-headed, big-lipped and with the added accessorization of a topknot hairdo and bone necklace, looks on. Recalling the grotesque slippages of advertising campaigns enlisting talking pigs to sell pork products and raising the specter of the type of unthinking racism which led generations of American to christen Brazil nuts “nigger toes”, Sam’s own face appears on the can as he offers the endorsement, “Sho’ nuff! Evabody Loves Wildman Sam’s Pure Nigger Hearts!”

Historically depicted in an almost universal fashion as servile fools, if speech was attributed to early racialized characters, black vocal patterns were almost without exception transformed into derogatory
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stereotypes through excessively phonetic "pidgin" spellings, typically in the manner represented in Kemble's *Mammy's L'il Lamb* of 1911 (Fig.23).


Again, this trope is served up in a parodic fashion by Crumb in *Zap* #4's one-page "Ooga Booga" strip (Fig.24). Instead of allowing his characters to communicate in a limited fashion through pidgin dialect, Crumb leads his actors through a simple plot of "man wants woman, woman rejects man, man pleads with woman, man gets woman" while removing their powers of recognizable speech entirely and allowing them only an incomprehensible (to us, the audience) vocabulary of nonsensical syllables of the 'ooga booga' variety.

Stephen Loring Jones views cartoonists in the Black Press as having mobilized themselves through community dialogue and editorial comment to move away from the inextricably racist milieu of minstrelsy by the 1930s. While this old mode was replaced instead with depictions of a wide variety of life
experiences, it was not until the end of World War II that this general pattern began to be significantly altered.  

Black characters in strips of the white press in the 1950s were a continuation of the past transferred into different genres. In the bumbling or sexualized “savages” of jungle strips like Jerry Iger's
Sheena, *Queen of the Jungle* or Princess Pantha, messages not dissimilar to those of a half century previous were clearly communicated. As comic historian William Savage Jr. asserts, "Africans in the jungle comics were superstitious, gullible, morally weak and attempting to function with seriously diminished physical and intellectual capacities." In contrast to the jungle denizens of the adventure books or the always faithful neutered sidekicks (of which Will Eisner’s Ebony White character from his seminal *The Spirit* books (Fig. 25)

![Image](https://example.com/image.png)

Fig. 25 Will Eisner. Excerpt from “Just One Word Make Me a Man.” Will Eisner’s *The Spirit*. (New York NY: July 5th, 1942)

It took the civil rights movement of the is a not-unusual specimen), Loring Jones outlines a shift in depictions in the Black Press during this same time. These black-produced comics, he asserts, were now reflecting "...the social conservatism and baby boom of the decade by focusing on Black family life and child rearing." The inclusion of reality-based black characters in white papers or comic books would have to wait until the subsequent decade. 1960s, and, most specifically, the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. and the avalanche of belated white guilt and conscience-salving which followed to increase the number of black characters in the mainstream press. Morrie Turner, a black cartoonist who had previously achieved only limited mainstream success with his *Wee Pals* strip featuring an integrated cast of characters, acquired the majority of his syndication sources within the three months following the King killing. Other black-drawn strips featuring black characters followed in rapid succession, including Brumsic Brandon Jr.’s *Luther* of 1968 (named as an homage to the slain leader), and Ted Shearer’s *Quincy* of 1970. This trend was accompanied by the introduction of black characters into popular previously
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194 Prior to the assassination, Turner had unsuccessfully tried to get his strips printed in the white press in the 1950s and had only achieved a syndication numbering five papers by 1967. (Ibid.: 27).
unintegrated white-drawn strips, such as the entry of Franklin to Charles Schultz's *Peanuts* in 1968 and Lt. Flap to Mort Walker’s *Beetle Bailey* in 1970.

The comics from the time of *Zap*’s initial underground production stretching back into their early history can be characteristically defined, as can much media intended for mass audiences, by acts of distortion. Comics, as we have seen in earlier examples of the codified excision of representations of overt sexuality and violence, are defined as much by what they include as what they leave out and the depictions of race and sexuality in the pages of *Zap* are no exception.

The fusing of racist and racialized images and libidinous excess in strips by Crumb featuring black characters is a hybridization which traces its origins to the histories of both comic imagery and race relations in the United States. The previous decade saw the publication of Norman Mailer’s 1957 essay “The White Negro” in which he employed “negro” as a narrowly defined term, focusing, in a manner recalling Marcuse, on liberation as derived from an almost entirely sexual basis. The fictionalized character of the “negro” for Mailer, this time a hip object of envy rather than of disdain, is one sincerely, albeit misguidedly, reduced to monodimensionality as a sexual symbol.

This kind of transference of desire and freedom upon a mistaken stereotype accomplished by Mailer is ruthlessly dismembered amongst the panels of Crumb’s important “Whiteman” strip from *Zap #1* (Appendix P). Subtitled “a story of civilization in crisis,” Whiteman begins by delineating his repression, “It’s such an effort being polite anymore!... But if I stop they’ll see...they’ll find out... My real self deep down inside... the raging lustful beast that craves only one thing!”\(^{195}\) And this one thing, in keeping with the semi-autobiographical and zeitgeist-capturing nature of much of Crumb’s printed musings, is, of course, sex. Further elaborating his “hang-up,” Whiteman peppers the revelatory panel with the assertions “I’m so virile!,” “I’m a bad ass!,” and “I read *Playboy!*”\(^{196}\) Wallowing in his own crapulence, Whiteman stomps the streets of the city only to emerge late at night from a bar into the midst of a “nigger parade.” Beset by black men who pursue him with the dignity-destroying goal of pulling his pants down, in one particularly striking panel at the top of the last page, Whiteman cowers bare-assed on the ground while disembodied Cheshire Cat grins and white-gloved hands (reminiscent of Al Jolson and other black-face


\(^{196}\) Ibid.
actors), hover above him. Shocked and humiliated, Whiteman questions his attackers as to their possible motivation only to be told, “You jis’ a NIGGER like eva body else,” as they coerce him to join them.\textsuperscript{197}

Like images of blacks in the comics from earlier (and later) in the century, these representations for Crumb, as for Mailer, did not have their roots in the black lived experience or in black culture but spoke instead of the unspeakable. The Reverend Ivan Stang of the Church of the Sub-Genius elaborates:

Whiteman’s fear of black people, battling inside him with his innate 1960s sense that they were as human as he, or more so, was something that so evidently needed to be said that we readers were stunned into a sense of just how painful, and how necessary, telling the truth might be.\textsuperscript{198}

However, accompanying these oftentimes clever and witty essays on race is the less easily defined Crumb character of Angelfood McSpade. Ken Johnson writing in \textit{Art in America} summarizes her impact by stating, “Angelfood is subjected to grotesque sorts of humiliation at the hands of white men, but, rather than serving to promote racial prejudice, she vividly personifies race-related desires, fears, and fantasies that haunt even the most liberal forms of white American consciousness.”\textsuperscript{199} Introduced by name in issue \#2 as “‘Zap Comix’ Dream Girl of the Month,” in the eponymous strip (Appendix Q), Crumb takes the tone of a nature documentary as he records the tracking of the “elusive creature.” Inaccessible to her white male admirers in the West, he explains “...she has been confined to the wilds of the darkest Africa, the official excuse being that civilization would be threatened if she were allowed to do whatever she pleased!”\textsuperscript{200} Lovingly depicted as an Amazonian giantess, bare-breasted and clothed in only jewelry and a grass skirt, Angelfood resembles nothing more than Wildman Sam with breasts, a stereotype cloaked in the superficial trappings of femininity. Purely sexual like Mailer’s fictional negro, Angelfood, Crumb assures us, is “just a simple primitive creature,” who spends her time “...bopping around in the jungle,” no doubt waiting for the successful candidate to arrive and conquer her mountainous flesh.\textsuperscript{201} In his racialized trope of a sexual savage, it seems Crumb found the antidote to the revolutionaries and ‘Women’s Libbers’ who caused him so much anxiety. Weakening his more hard-hitting commentaries on race in America, in

\textsuperscript{197} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{198} Rev. Ivan Stang. \textit{The Life and Times of R. Crumb}: 48.
\textsuperscript{201} Ibid.
Angelfood it seems clear to me that Crumb did not break new ground, but, instead, employed the worn category of sexualized savage.

Still, others have misunderstood the use of such imagery in a far more serious fashion. In 1994, the editors of *Race & Reality* magazine, a white-power organ published in Massachusetts, reprinted two parts of a satirical three-part strip that had originally appeared in a 1993 edition of *Weirdo* entitled “When the Niggers Take Over America!” (Appendix R) and “When the Goddamn Jews Take Over America!” (Appendix S). Reproduced without Crumb’s knowledge or consent, the strips’ inclusion in this locale summarize the danger of employing such politically loaded imagery in a country still not reconciled with its foundation upon slavery. This fact was brought home by the racially motivated murder occurring recently in Jasper, Texas in which a black man was dragged to his death behind a pick-up truck. Then again, perhaps Crumb has been right all along and the death of James Bird and all other victims of racial hatred and intolerance serve to underline the urgency of addressing such issues in any forum in an audience will accept, regardless of any potential for misinterpretation.
Save Your Fork, There’s Pie (Or, To Conclude)

The most recent publication of Zap, numbered 14 and released in late 1998, is likely the last ever. For this issue, Crumb refused to attend the now-legendary jam session that kicked off each installment, and this after Moscoso and Rodriguez had already arrived to pick him up at Terry Zwigoff’s house. Depicted as a Rashomon-type exchange in the pages of the actual issue, Crumb’s strip has him dragging his feet and whining, “This is a medium for the young... There’s a new generation... they’re hot, they’re blowing us old guys off the stage! Look at us... We’re a bunch of characters out of a Dan Clowes comic!”

Rodriguez and Moscoso countered with a strip titled “Incident at Zwigoff’s” and subtitled “Hyper-Sensitive Cartoonists Rend Their Garments Over Minor Bullshit” in which Crumb is repeatedly referred to as “Crumbolina” and portrayed as a lollipop-sucking child (Appendix T). Paul Mavrides, the latest addition to the roster, ends his own comic with perhaps the definitive parting shot: just as Crumb killed off Fritz the Cat in response to his co-optation and commercialization by Ralph Bakshi, so does Mavrides kill Crumb in a similar manner. This time, however, it is Victor Moscoso, not the bird-headed woman, who stabs Crumb, and the choice of instrument is particularly apt: not an icepick, but a rapidograph pen (Fig. 27). In the completion of the Oedipal cycle through the killing of the “father” of underground comics, left behind and borrowed for my title is what Mavrides refers to as “clean-up duty behind the 60s elephant.” But it is a clean up which must be accomplished with the utmost of
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204 Rick Griffin’s death from a motorcycle accident in 1990 opened up a spot in the collective; Mavrides, a member of the Church of the Sub-genius group from Texas, was invited to join, but not until issue #14.
care. The transgressively political and pornographic works of the Marquis de Sade were mythologized and normalized by the Surrealists and Sade himself was added to their pantheon, made a martyr to repressive sexual mores and the tyranny of arranged marriages. Carolyn Dean writes,

This transposition of desire into reason...this acceptance of his work in the canon of great literature, normalized Sade because it is associated his sadism from madness or perversion and made it the very force of his reason,\(^206\) and it was to this that Bataille responded so virulently. I hope to avoid making a similar mistake in compounding the mythologization of Zap in hippie lore by countering amnesiac and celebratory remembrances with an admittance of the baseness of the comics’ desublimatory machinations. In a telephone interview of January 2000, current publisher Ron Turner recounted the dulling of Zap’s edges by the passage of time:

What I have noticed is a lot of people say, ‘Oh yeah, Zap.’ I meet people at parties and they’ll say, “You’re publishing Zap. Man, I used to read Zap Comix all the time, hey this guy does Zap Comix, blah, blah.’ You know, and they go on and on, and where it’s been possible and I’ve had copies of Zap maybe in the car, and I lay them on these guys and they start reading them. And they say, ‘I don’t remember this, wow, this is pretty far out, wow, ooh, God!’ Like they’re reading it for the first time. You know, it becomes hip, kind of like people telling lies about their involvement, like going to Woodstock.\(^207\)

In his *Malicious Resplendence* prologue, Williams devotes almost the entirety of his text to an important site of personal phantasmic production, the 1915 Panama Pacific Exposition in San Francisco. Held to celebrate the opening of the Panama Canal and the rebuilding of the City by the Bay after the 1906 earthquake and fire, the exhibit, according Williams, was “the foundation of what West Coast art culture


was built on."208 This foundation was provided by the introduction of French Impressionist canvases to California, some forty-five years after the movement’s inception in Europe. This cultural milestone was accompanied by more stereotypically American entertainments such as the first world’s fair auto race and indoor airplane flight, but all of these, according to Williams, allowed “...the well-to-do [to] embrace the idea that the exposition was cosmopolitan and inter-continentially urbane.”209 However, marring the marker of supposed enlightened acceptance of international art movements by coastal Californians and demeaned by the contemporary press were the more plebeian attractions of “The Fun Zone”, or the fair’s midway. Composed of false icebergs, Oriental harems, stucco monsters, Gothic grottos and other objects of Western romantic fetishization and Othering, Williams wonders at the midway’s contemporary reception:

The thought of simple country folk coming to the exposition and stumbling in on “The Zone” must have been like giving baby birds LSD. How many farmers’ daughters succumbed to the bad influences of young city slickers, how many Barbary Coast harlots employed their alluring guile on country bumpkins who wished to experience big city worldliness?210

But behind the lathe and stuff of the carnival’s shill and phony facade exterior were the inner guts and workings that belied its temporary nature. While the audience outside reacted in an overwhelmed or disapproving fashion, the carnies (to whose nomadic fraternity Williams belonged as a youth), like underground comic artists, were and are rarely fooled by the invisible art they practiced. However tawdry the amusements the midway offered appeared to contemporary critics, for many of the fair’s visitors, Williams’ “baby birds on LSD,” it was this fantastic landscape, plucked from the depths of their most exotic imaginings, which they took away with them, not the memories of canvases by Monet. To reiterate Scott McCloud, “what you see is seldom what you get...In the end, what you get is what you give.”211

But when the fair has ended, it appears, following Zizek’s model, that the edifice has changed hands. In the dismantling and mocking of the attempted censorship of the Comics Code, in their flaunting of societal taboos, and in their melding of extra-procreative sexuality and violence, Zap’s artists unwittingly created a new institution. The censorship of the Code produced the very excess it was trying to

209 Ibid.: 1.
210 Ibid.: 1.
contain. But this new form was at times as hostile to other would-be participants and readers as the post-
Code comics were to themselves. Zizek contends,

Power is always-already its own transgression, if it is to function, it has
to rely on a kind of obscene supplement. It is therefore not enough to
assert, in a Foucauldian way, that power is inextricably linked to
counter-power, generating it and being itself conditioned by it: in a
self-reflective way, the split is always mirrored back into the power
edifice itself, splitting it from within, so that the gesture of self-
censorship is consubstantial with the exercise of power.212

And this model of the splitting of the hegemonic power discourse from within may also be applied to the
undergrounds, whose excessive nature was undermined in a similar fashion by audience and creative
demand for something other than rote viscerality. This more nuanced and sophisticated content and means
of representation were found by many in the new world of alternative comics. Undeniably, Zap was and is
salacious and self-obsessed. The fraternity of its creators was representative of the misogyny and
inaccessibility of the genre towards female artists and women in general, as dependent as they were upon
the subjugation of women’s bodies as a focus for male bonding in terms of both artists and audience. But
contained within the lewd and bright covers and printed on the shoddiest newsprint are hidden inherent
antagonisms and critiques, some of which I hope have been unpacked here.

In the 1928 essay “The Big Toe,” Bataille lamented, “although the body blood flows in equal
quantities from high to low and from low to high, there is a bias in favour of that which elevates itself, and
human life is erroneously seen as an elevation.”213 In an attempt to stem this vertical tide, always pulling
upward, Bataille turned to the Marquis de Sade’s crimes as constituting the violence he saw at the
foundation of civilization and of its experience. Sade’s articulation of pathos and perversion challenged
societal insistence that graphic sex and violence stay outside of culture’s definition, our delusions being
exacerbated by the silence of the state and the instutionalization of violence. Zap’s value, like Sade’s, lies
in giving violence a voice.
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Appendix A

It was fate that brought them together; no one could deny that. But little did they know that all their hates and passions would star them in holes so difficult that they should never have been played by two people who were only the...

UNDERSTUDIES!

Gail! What are you doing here?

Oh, Jim! It's so good to see you again! (Bob) It's so good to see you!

You're crying! Oh, Jim! It's been such a long time, and I've been so... so miserable!

I know, Gail. I've been pretty unhappy too. I... married someone I never loved anyone but you, Jim!

So did I! I don't know why...
They huddled together in a quiet corner of the bar, telling one another of their unhappiness and grateful that they had been brought together again. I'll never let you walk out of my life again, Gail...

There's only one way. I know! We can be together! And I'm sure you know that! Only one way. But it'll take nerve!

There's only one way. I know! We can be together! And I'm sure you know that! Only one way. But it'll take nerve!

I've thought about it for months! It's simple! We can both work it the same way! I'll tell my wife. I'm taking her on vacation. Then I'll kill her and bury her body in quicklime. You do the same with your husband. Then you and I will go away together.

I'll never let you walk out of my life again, Gail...

The quicklime will completely destroy their bodies so they can't be identified, even if they are found! We just have to make certain that none of their friends misses them and gets suspicious! And we can take care of that by sending them photographs!

Sure! Don't you see? If my wife's friends get some photographs of me standing with a woman, they'll naturally think it's my wife, especially if the picture isn't too good! Of course, you'll have to dye your hair and have it cut shorter, things like that! Get it?

I see! Oh, Jim, do you think it'll work?

Of course it'll work! We'll make it work! Honey, I'm not frightened. I just want to be with you!

We will be together soon, darling! And then I'll never let you go!

We will be together soon, darling! And then I'll never let you go!

I should be frightened, but I'm not! I just want to be with you always!
A week later, Jim Donaldson led his wife Myrtle to their car. The "vacation" had begun...

"Geez, careful with that bag! You'll bust my bottles of Scotch!"

Don't worry about it. Believe me, you won't be needing much.

Where have you been? I don't want to be late!

Late? Late for what? We got plenty of time! All I did was say goodbye to Alfie down the corner!

Two hours later, on a lonely country road...

What's the matter? Why'd you stop the... Hey! What're you doing with that knife?

It's the end of the line, myrt! The end of the line! Get out!

Elsewhere, Gail was right on schedule...

Say! What's the idea? Where'd you get that gun?

Shut up! I'm giving the orders now! Stop the car and get out!

Jim! Jim! For God's sake, Jim! Don't!

Please! Gail! I won't hit you no more! I'll get a job! Please! Don't be crazy!

AAagh!

BLAM!
It was evening when Jim Donaldson finished digging his wife's grave...

There! I'll get the quicklime from the car trunk... then dump her in! Wonder how Gail's making out...

Gail? She was doing very well for herself...

(Gasp!) Almost finished! Didn't know digging a grave (gasp) was such hard work! Oh, Jim...

It was midnight when they met at municipal airport...

Gail! Thank heaven you're here! The plane's ready to leave! Did you...

When we get to Paris, you'll have to change your hair, so we can... take the photos!

You'll have to make a few changes so you can pose as my husband, you know!

A week later in Paris, all adjustments had been made and...

Are you sure everything will be all right from the camera, Jim? No one will be able to see our faces!

The first set of pictures that Jim's friends received were a photographer's nightmare, but to Jim and Gail they were perfect, for their faces were completely unidentifiable...

And Gail's friends back home received pictures of the same quality. There was no danger whatever of anyone becoming suspicious...
MORE THAN A MONTH PASSED BEFORE JIM SENT THE NEXT BATCH OF PICTURES TO HIS FRIENDS, BUT BY THEN, HARDLY ANYONE REALIZED THAT THE WOMAN WITH HIM WAS NOT HIS WIFE, SO COMPLETE WAS THE CHANGE.

AND IN THE PICTURES THAT GAIL SENT, HER 'HUSBAND' LOOKED MORE LIKE HIMSELF THAN EVER....

IN FACT, THE TRANSFORMATION WAS SO GREAT THAT, AT TIMES JIM FOUND HIMSELF BLARING AT GAIL AND MIMBLING THINGS THAT WERE VERY FAMILIAR....AND I THOUGHT SHE WAS DIFFERENT! SHE'S JUST LIKE MYRTLE WAS! A NO-GOOD DRUNKEN SLOB!

TIME PASSED... AND JIM REALIZED, THROUGH THE HAZE OF HER NOW FREQUENT DRUNKEN STUPORS, THAT JIM HAD BECOME A CARBON COPY OF HER DEAD HUSBAND...

IF I WANNA GET DRUNK, I'LL GET DRUNK! OH! STOP IT! STOP IT! YOU'RE HURTING ME?

YOU MAKE ME SICK! I'LL BREAK YOUR NECK IF YOU DON'T SOBER UP! DRUNKEN SLOB?

IT WAS ONLY A MATTER OF TIME BEFORE THE INEVITABLE WOULD HAPPEN AS THE WEEKS AND MONTHS WENT BY, THEIR BITTER FEELINGS TOWARD ONE ANOTHER MOUNTED TO THE ULTIMATE FINISH....
Appendix B
and I O BAY THIS BTRINQOF HOUSES IS WORTH AT LEAST
HALF A MILLION DOLLARS! OF COURSE, IT WILL ALL BE
YOURS... WHEN I DIE!

ROUGHLY, I'd SAY THIS STRING OF
HORSES IS WORTH AT LEAST
HALF A MILLION DOLLARS!

I'M GETTING A
BIT TIRED, DEAR!
WE'VE WALKED
SO MUCH TODAY!
LET'S GO TO THE
HOUSE!

SCVERAL WEEKS LATER, SEDEA'S BROTHER ARRIVED.
HE'S TALL, HANDSOME AND PLEASANT. MARTIN
LIKED HIM IMMEDIATELY.

MARTIN CLASPED HIS WIFE'S HAND AND LED HER UP
THE DIRT ROAD, THROUGH THE BERRY TREES, ONTO
THE GROUNDS SURROUNDING THE HOUSE...

HA, HA! IMAGINE A YOUNG THING
LIKE YOU GETTING TIRED! THAT'S
BECAUSE YOU NEVER HAD ANY
FRESH AIR WORKING IN THAT
CHURCH LIKE! HA, HA, HA!

I'VE TAKEN A LETTER FROM MY BROTHER!

OREC5LY, SHE RIPPEP OPEN THE
ENVELOPE AND READ THE LETTER.

WHAT'S THE
MATTER, HEN?
GEORGIA? DID I SAY...

OH, MARTIN! HE'S
BEING DISCHARGED
FROM THE ARMY!
HE'S COMING HOME!

WHAT'S THE
MATTER?

BUT, MARTIN! I GAVE
UP MY APARTMENT WHEN
I MARRIED YOU! HE
HE DOESN'T HAVE A
PLACE TO LIVE!

NOT SO PLEASANT... SO REFRESHING...

FORGET IT, MARTIN. OH, LOOK!
HERE'S A LETTER FROM MY BROTHER!

I GUESS WE'LL HAVE TO PUT
HIM UP HERE! ONLY FAIR
THING TO DO!

But you're ANGEL!
HE WON'T BE IN THE WAY, AND WE
HAVE PLENTY OF ROOM! I KNOW
YOU'LL LIKE HIM! IT'S GOING
TO BE JUST WONDERFUL!

... SO YOU LIKE HORSES, EH,
BILL? WELL, THEN, YOU'LL LIKE
LIVING HERE! WE'LL HAVE A
LOT TO TALK ABOUT!

I CAN'T WAIT TO SEE YOUR STABLES!

WE SURE WILL!
FOR THE NEXT TWO YEARS, BILL LIVED WITH MARTIN AND GEORGIA. HE HAD ENDEARED HIMSELF SO MUCH THAT MARTIN HAD PERSUDED HIM NOT TO LEAVE... BUT HAD MARTIN KNOWN THE TRUE SITUATION, HE MIGHT NOT HAVE BEEN SO THOUGHTFUL ONE NIGHT...

...MARTIN GOT A NEW HORSE TODAY. YEAH, I BILL! IT'S DOWN IN THE STABLE NOW! KNOW? THEY COMPLETELY WILD...UNTAMED?

YES! GOOD! I HAVE IT ALL FIGURED OUT WHEN MARTIN RETURNS, I'LL LURE HIM DOWN TO THE STABLES, AND LOCK HIM IN THE STALL WITH THAT WILD HORSE! THEN I'LL SET THE STABLE ON FIRE!

RIGHT! IF THE HORSE DOESN'T KILL HIM, THE FIRE WILL, AND THEN THIS WHOLE SHEBANG WILL BE OURS!

EVERYONE KNOWS THAT HORSE IS CRAZY-MAD! THEY'LL CALL IT AN ACCIDENT! BUT YOU HAVE TO LEAVE HERE RIGHT NOW!

...REMEMBER, DARLING... YOU BE GONE WHEN I GET BACK! IF ANYONE FINDS OUT YOU'RE NOT REALLY MY BROTHER, THEY MIGHT GET SUSPICIOUS AND REALIZE THAT ALL THIS TIME WE'VE BEEN WANN....

NEITHER GEORGIA NOR BILL HEARD THE FRONT DOOR OPEN AND CLOSE. AND THEY DIDN'T REALIZE THAT MARTIN HAD COME HOME AND WAS VERY INNOCENTLY HEADING DOWN THE THICKLY CARPETED HALL TOWARD THEM...
Stunned, Martin slumped against the wall. The realization of his betrayal slowly, unwillingly settling into jealous fury... I’ll go out the back way to the stables. Remember; you be gone when I return!

A few moments after his wife had gone, Martin, trembling with rage, sneaked up behind Bill... a knotted silk scarf in his hands...

The struggle was intense, but Martin’s grip on the strangling scarf never loosened...

And it was only a few minutes before Bill gasped for his last breaths of air and died:

(Pant!) Good riddance! Got to hide his... (Pant!) Body! (Gasp!) The cellar! Bury him in the wine cellar!

His chest heaving from the exertion, Martin dragged Bill’s lifeless body down the cellar stairs. He grabbed a shovel and hurriedly began digging...

... haven’t time to bury him deep! After I take care of Georgia, I’ll really get rid of them both!

A short while later, Martin neared the stables...

I’m sure I heard her say she was coming here, but I don’t see her yet!
I told her this horse is a killer! Georgia would be crazy to go in there... but if she did... it would save me the job of killing her! So dark... can't see anything!

Quickly, Georgia slammed the paddock door and locked it inside, she heard the frantic shouts of her husband and the shrill neighing of the killer horse!

She struck a match and dropped it on a pile of hay she had previously soaked with kerosene! With a hushed roar, a sheet of flame spread over the wood slats of the stable! Martin's shouts had now turned to agonized screams...

She stood off from the blazing paddock, listening to the pain-racked screams as the killer horse, incensed by the scent of smoke, trampled her husband to death! She waited...

...can't wait too long! The stablehands are sure to hear all the commotion, or see the fire!

Off in the near distance, Georgia heard a shout. "Go up!... the stablehands had seen the fire! She could wait no longer! She raced to the door of the paddock, unlocked and opened it...

...if they found Martin locked inside, they'd know something was wrong! Now to get out of here!
Hardly had she hidden in some nearby bushes when a group of stablehands raced upon the flaming scene.

WHEN? I got out of sight just in time! The stablehands will be able to put that fire out easily enough!

Together with buckets of sand and water, the men batted furiously to extinguish the blaze.

MORE SAND! MORE SAND!

O'WON'T GET THAT HORSE OUT OF HERE!

Ah! They're putting that killer-horse in another stall, and the fire's just about out! Time for me to go into my act!

What's happened here? What's happened?

Just a fire, Mrs. Simmons! We've got it licked, thought.

Hey! There's a body! A body!

Holy smokes!

Georgia knew the sight of her husband's dead body wouldn't be pretty, but she was totally unprepared for the ghastly, horribly broken and bloodied hulk the stablehands carried out...
SHE OPENED HER EYES TO FAMILIAR SURROUNDINGS AND
STRANGE FACES. SHE STIRRED AND SAT UP.

WH... WHAT HAPPENED?
WHO ARE YOU? I...

TAKE IT EASY, MRS. SIMMONS.
I'M DETECTIVE SERGEANT
NOLAN... POLICE DEPARTMENT.
WE'RE HERE TO HELP YOU!

SHE REMEMBERED NOW! THE STABLEHANS MUST HAVE
NOTIFIED THE POLICE OF MARTIN'S DEATH! SHE WOULD
HAVE TO BE CAREFUL... HAVE TO CONTINUE HER ACT...

IT WAS HORRIBLE! THE STABLE...
YES, MA'AM!
MARTIN WAS TRYING TO FREE THAT
CRAYZ HORSE, IT MUST HAVE
TRAMPLED HIM!

YES! IT WAS DANGEROUS! A
REAL KILLER! MARTIN WARNED
ME NEVER TO
GO NEAR IT!

ME? WHY... WHY DO
YOU WANT TO KNOW
WHERE... I MEAN,
IT WAS... IT WAS AN
ACCIDENT? WHY?

WHERE WERE YOU?
WHY... WHY
I WAS DOWN
IN THE WINE
CELLAR!

HERE WAS NOTHING TO WORRY ABOUT. THEY SAID IT
WAS AN ACCIDENT! SHE LED THE WAY DOWNSTAIRS TO
THE DIMLY-LIT WINE CELLAR...

HERE WE ARE! I WAS DOWN
HERE WHEN IT HAPPENED!

I SEE, MA'AM! AND
WHAT TIME WAS
IT THEN?

WELL, I NOTICED THE FIRE AS SOON
AS I HAD GONE UPSTAIRS, AND THAT
WAS TWENTY MINUTES AFTER NINE!
I WAS DOWN HERE FOR ALMOST A
FULL HOUR BEFORE THAT!

I SEE... WELL, I GUESS
THAT'S ALL, MA'AM!

HEY, BARBIE...
WHAT IS IT, GREENE? 
GOT A FLASHLIGHT? 
THERE'S SOME KIND 
OF CLOTH STICKING 
OUT OF THE DIRT 
OVER HERE!

KNOW 
ANYTHING 
ABOUT 
THIS, 
MRS. 
SIMMONS?

WHY... IT LOOKS ...AND 
LIKE... LIKE... THE 
DIRT IS 
FRESHLY 
DOUG?
PULL IT OUT, GREENE!
OKAY, SERGEANT! 
HERE GOES!

HOLY HANNAH! 
A BODY! AND 
IT'S STILL WARM!

WHO IS HE, 
MRS. SIMMONS? 
IT... IT'S BILL! 
MY BOYFRIEND...
NO! I MEAN... 
OH, I DON'T 
KNOW!

HIS WRIST WATCH 
IS BUSTED! AND 
IT STOPPED AT 
FIVE MINUTES 
TO NINE!

AND YOU WERE 
DOWN HERE AT 
THAT TIME! AND 
HE WAS KILLED 
WITH YOUR 
SCARF?

I... I... (SIGH) 
OH, NO! I... 
I... 

WHAT COULD SHE SAY? SHE KNEW HOW THAT MARTIN 
HAD MURDERED BILL, BUT HOW COULD SHE EXPLAIN 
WITHOUT IMPLICATING HERSELF IN THE PERFECT MUR- 
DER OF HER HUSBAND? SHE WAS TRAPPED!

ALL RIGHT, MRS. SIMMONS! 
I'M PLACING YOU UNDER ARREST 
FOR MURDER!
Appendix C
Robert Crumb. "Meatball." Zap Comix #0. (San Fransisco CA: Last Gasp 1967)
Almost two years later it happened again. A machinist for Rempster "Doomsday" was having one of his nightmares about the H-bomb...

NO
NO NO
NO NO
NO

Now the guy spends all his time answering letters and phone calls from people wanting specific details. I just tell them to have faith and wait for the meatball!

RING RING!

When there was the Beatnik who was always high...

CRAZY MAN! CRAZY!

TOO MUCH BUD!
LIKE I SAID, I'M STONED.

COOL.

Meatball! Meatball!

ALL RIGHT!
AROUND THREE YEARS AGO, MEATBALLS BEGAN STAKING MORE FREQUENTLY.

MEATBALL

MEATBALL

MEATBALL

PEOPLE IN ALL REALMS OF LIFE WERE GETTING HIT.

RESPECTED MEN IN HIGH PLACES WERE GETTING HIT.

ARTICLES BEGAN TO APPEAR IN MAGAZINES, NOTED EXPERTS STATED THEIR VIEW.

BERTRAND RUSSELL GOT HIT.

KIM NOVAK GOT HIT ON TV IN FRONT OF MILLIONS OF VIEWERS...

"MEATBALL"

"MEATBALL"

SPECIES WERE MADE BY MEN OF GOVERNMENT...

COMMUNITIES FARMED... INVESTIGATIONS BEGAN...

THE POLICE PICKED UP SUSPICIOUS CHARACTERS ASSERTED TO BE INVOLVED IN THE MEATBALL "PLOT."

THEN ONE SMUGGLER TUESDAY IN LOS ANGELES, AROUND 12 NOON, EVERYONE IN THE DOWNTOWN AREA HEARD THE CRASH...

WHAT FOLLOWED IS HISTORY.
It rained meatballs in downtown Los Angeles for almost 15 minutes!

Thousands of people all were hit at the same time. There was running and looting and dancing in the streets and a lot of giggling.

Cops busted hears but they couldn't stop what had happened.

Since 'meatball Tuesday' if appears that the number of instances has started to taper off...

For many of those who haven't yet encountered the meatball, the decline is a constant source of anxiety as they wait and hope that tomorrow they too...but alas...

Meatball doesn't want that way!
Appendix D
Rick Griffin. "Hike". Zap Comix #2. (San Francisco CA: Last Gasp 1968)
Appendix E
Appendix F
Robert Crumb. “Let’s Talk Sense About This Here Modern America.” *Arcade* #2. (1975)
AND I'LL TELL YOU WHAT ELSE I HATE ABOUT MODERN AMERICA! I HATE:

- SLOGAN-CHANGING RADICALS ALMOST AS MUCH...
- GLAD-HANDERS OF ANY KIND...
- MIRACLES...
- SHOW-BIZ PERSONALITIES & MASS MEDIA IN GENERAL...
- URBAN SOPHISTICATES...
- FASCIONABLE WOMEN, ALL THINGS HIGH, FASCIONABLE MEN, ALL THINGS LOW...
- THE CULTURE-WAR, AMERICAN VERSUS ASIAN, JEWISH VERSUS CHRISTIAN...
- THE YOUTH CULTURE AND ALMOST ALL TEEN-AGERS...
- URBAN FREeways, TURNPIKES, HIGHWAYS, ETC., ETC., ETC...
- MODERN ARCHITECTURE & REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT...
- COWBOYS, REDNECKS, AND OTHER WHITE TRASH...
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD FOR AMERICA?

I CANT LOOK.

THE SCARIEST THING I'VE HEARD OF ALL THE SCARY
THINGS I'VE HEARD IS...

"IF ALL LIFE ON EARTH IS
THREATENED WITH EXTINCTION BY
ULTRAVIOLENT RAYS FROM THE SUN
THEN WE'VE BEEN MESSING IT UP!
EXPERTS ON GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH HAVE SUBSTANTIATED
THE IDEA THAT THE SUN IS ACTUALLY
GETTING MORE ULTRAVIOLET RAYS.
"I HAVE PITY ON THE
BIOLOGICAL FORMS TRYING
TO PRESERVE LIFE..."

ACID DEPLETES OZONE, A
PROTECTIVE LAYER OF WHICH PROTECTS
THE EARTH FROM THE
ULTRAVIOLET RAYS OF THE SUN.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS HAVE SUGGESTED
THE POSSIBILITY OF THIS PROBLEM... THEY SAY THAT
ACID DERIVED FROM OIL IS MAKING ITS WAY
INTO THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE... OIL
BOOTHS AT THE STATION SELL
10,000 MILLION DOLLARS
OZONE! SCIENTISTS SAY
THAT WE HAVE ALREADY
15,000 OR MORE PEOPLE
GET SKIN CANCER!

ODDOGO IS GOING BONE...
ACID IS BEING MANUFACTURED IN GREATER
QUANTITIES THAN EVER BEFORE...
THE PEOPLE CAN BEAR END

MY MAMA IT WERE HAPPy!
Mama, listen!

MY MAMA IT WERE HAPPy!
Mama, listen!

MAM SILLY, IT WERE HAPPy!
Someday they'll stop
MAM SILLY, IT WERE HAPPy!
Someday they'll stop
MAM SILLY, IT WERE HAPPy!
Someday they'll stop
Appendix G

Uh-uh, what you doin, Tommy?

Ah'm packin' one. Hurry up, got to quit. Don't wantAh'm comin' in.

W-wait a minute, Tommy. You know the rules. I'll send you a note when I get there.

If ev'ry man needed a gun, then it wouldn't be a gun. But I guess it saves lives.

Who gonna help me bring up these chilluns, Tommy?

Blam bam!

Better get up to Terre Haute. I'll drive my boy over there.

Well, let's go. I've got business to attend to.

Ah'll need up to Terre Haute. Let's go. I'll drive my boy over there.

We'll catch up later. I've got business to attend to.

Can't go down that dirt road by myself. I'll walk all by myself.

Hey, Tommy. Your money don't buy you back there.

I'm gonna send you a note. You know if you don't get a job, you'll go back there.

Man, man, man! Need to do some work. I'll send you a note when I get there.

We gone be on a road trip. Tommy. You know the rules. You'll go back there.

Ah know's you boys won't go back on the rules. You'll be there.

Gone on my way up to Terre Haute. I'll send you a note when I get there.
HOW MUCH YOU GONNA PAY THESE PEOPLE TO MAKE 'EM RECKON?

NO, TOMMAY, MAN... DA PEOPLE PLEA Y-YOU! GI'MAN HARRUBY TELL US HE MAN OZ WE TRIBUNH-PIT DOLLARZ, PO' DADDY TUNE, 'DAN RANK ON A RECKON...

THRENNY FI' DOLLARZ!! MAN RANKS PLEATY GOOD PO' ONE LIL TUNE!

YOU GONNA PAY RANK ANYDAY

DENZEN GIT FAMOUS

UGLANK ON BLEND LEMO

ANPAPA CHARLIE JACO

AN IRL, DE BLACK FOLKS

IN UL WHOLE WHOLE

WORLD KNOWS

ABOUT YOU!!

HEY WALLJ, YOU

THINK SURE RECKON

IT MIGHT COULD

USE OL' TONNN YHERE!

MEEBEE 30... AH

DINNNING... HE PLAY

DAH MAN, DUNNY

LOW-DOWN TUNE O' MUSC... RIT WE

DO GIT HOT ON

DE CRUTAH...

AH, DAY

DON'T WANT NO

OL BLEND LEMO

COUNTRY NIGGUR

ON MI RECKON...

MAYMBEH

HAW HAW...

TOMMAY, HEY MAN, US AIN'

NO LEND COUNTRY BOY

DAY, YAY SF DE DOH,

GIVE US DE MANFAIT.

YOU COME ON REN US UE RE DE

BER... MEEBEE DE

PEOPLE LOW TON TON TON

PLAYIN', MEEBEE DAY DON'T.

YOU GONNA WISH TO LOSE

DAS RIGHT!!

DAS RIGHT!!

DAS REHOK, O MAYAN CON MI.

'LONG BUT YALL...

HAY, YOU BOYS

COOT ANY OF DE

GOOD STUFF ON DA NUMA

GONNA WONE?

SH'IN HELL DONT!

OH, MANDA MAN, LIE.'N

BIBLE.

US LAY OFF HE LIGHKH

US RE AKLIE

DAN RECKON.

DAY DON'T HAVE A HEEL.

MAN RANK ON A

MAYMBEH

MAYMBEH

HAW HAW...

LOOKIT... HERE'S A

SAMM SHAW MEXICAN

TWO MUZZLED AN TWENNY

MAHLS... AN INCE YAY.

REHOK... DAIN HAY

DAH MAN, MAN

HAW HAW...

DAYS DAY TOMMAY

GOT TO GET FOUR TITLES

AT A MAINE-SHIT HEAD RECODING STUDIO IN

A MEMPHIS HOTEL ROOM...

THOMAY, WILLIE 6 RED HAWZ ARNOH THE

TOWN, REESE STREET AREA OF MUMPHIS SPENDING

ALL THEIR RECORD MONEY ON NEW SITH SHOES,

MALTIES... THE REST ON HIKE AND WOBBIN

TOMMAY UNHAPPILY GETS STUCK WITH A

WOMAN WHO HAS A JEALOUS HUSBAND. ONE

MAY ON A SHIT, THE HUSBAND SICK

TOMMAY IN THE HEAD, KILLIN' HIM INSTANTLY.

HOP WE

GET DAH NEXER GEMOHJ

MAY 6' FLAT

PREPARE FOR THE

TEST. WE ARB

STUDY WE ARB

IT, BAYT!
Appendix H
GHOST, Mumms! We're in for a landing!

Hey, I thought this was your get-pregnent, franky!

Ooof!

Ouch! That hurt!

What you mean? Oh no! Oh no!

Ouch! Ouch! Ouch!

Oh... this looks bad... we're on top of one of the citizens!

Ouch! Ouch! Ouch!

It's my sombrero, softy!

Thud!

Oof!

Ooof!

Oohh... the looks bad, we're on top of one of the citizens!

Ooof!

Hee-hee! To think, you on behalf of the International Fellowship of Snipers to silence all up.

I don't believe this!
DON'T COME NEAR ME! I'M WARNING YOU!

HELP! POLICE!

LOOK! OUR BUS HAD IT'S ROADS OUT INTO THE STREET!

NO, WAIT!

THAT IS A RUBE MESS!!

ARE YOU SURE THAT IS A RUBE MESS??

CRUNCH

I KNOW! WE'RE GONNA COVER OURSELVES WHEN THIS BUS CRUSHES US AND MAKE SURE WE ARE WITHOUT ANY OF OUR REVENUE, NO DENTURES, NO THINGS!

WHAT WE FEEL! JUST A COUPLE OF BORES!

WTF BECH! THERE AIN'T DOCT' BARN!! THAT IS TO BORE ON THIS HOUR OF NIGHT, RIGHT, ER, MANLY, OR IT?

Huh? WHERE'S MY MONEY?
Jr. You're stupid. You know one of the basic products of the human mind is willful ignorance. When the hard times come, it could blame error and possible maladjustment?

Yaw, yaw, but now else are we事宜 to do any good since our supplies got transferred?

Yaw, Jr. I don't see the logic in doing that. I'm by far.

You're really gonna. yourself with that! Why isn't anything at all? It makes me handle it.

Let's go down to the house task by handling. UNDERSTAND SIR?

Yes, you're quite done. There is about business to attend to. We go out this magic bigger bomb.

Let's transport over to the U.S. military center, a place called the mental room.

Go!

In and this place is empty!!

Do your stuff, Munchy!

Ok, let's see your passage.

Uh... greetings! We are two friendly visitors from outer space. We need help to take us to the guy in charge around here right now!

I hope this right's a push-over.

Ahem... access denied! Who are you?
I'm afraid I can't do that. I don't know the person at present in that position. I'll move so that you can take charge of 'Windsor.' When is this going to be, anyway?

Mooney wants to go to a higher level. I'll call the chief officer and see what he says.

No, no. That'll have to be arranged. Give me the run around and then hand me over. I'll have to take a back seat and have a look around.

Mooney wants to go to a higher level. He'll have to be arranged. Give me the run around and then hand me over. I'll have to take a back seat and have a look around.

I see, very well. Then you have to be on your level. You've got to have this far in some other way. I've got to have this far in some other way. I've got to have this far in some other way. I've got to have this far in some other way. I've got to have this far in some other way.
THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY TO WIN!
WE'RE DOING OUR JOB!
DON'T YOU DARE!

THE PLANET IS危 IN DANGER!

SO TELL THE COMMIES!
WHAT ABOUT RUSSIA?

THE PLANET IS ENDANGERED!
THIS GAME HAVEN'T STOPPED!

THE PLANET IS ENDANGERED!
THIS GAME HAVEN'T STOPPED!

THE PLANET IS ENDANGERED!
THIS GAME HAVEN'T STOPPED!

THE PLANET IS ENDANGERED!
THIS GAME HAVEN'T STOPPED!

THE PLANET IS ENDANGERED!
THIS GAME HAVEN'T STOPPED!

STOP!
STOP!
STOP!
STOP!
STOP!
STOP!

STOP!

STOP!

STOP!
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STOP!

STOP!
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STOP!

STOP!

STOP!
Appendix I
Believe It or Leave It!

- Many foreign countries are being forced to remove their Jews from their citizens. What they call or cannot buy, they can't smoke.

- Some governments are trying to remove their citizens from the authority.

- In some countries, children are taught to respect their parents and the authorities.

- Some foreign countries are trying to remove their citizens from the authority. Some children are taught to respect their parents, such as a child in the same race. For a young or learning a new language.

- Entire populations of some countries are being removed from their homes.

- One a day for women's birth control pills.
Believe It or Leave It!

SECRET SOCIETIES WHICH PRACTICE VIRTUAL MURDER ON HARBINGERS OF PROGRESS RACES!

Voodoo Channers SUCH AS PRIESTS OF CALEDON CURIN ARE QUOTO TO BE WORKING AGAINST JOSH.

COMMUNISTS, SORCERS, AND INDEPENDENT PUGILISTS ARE ALL 50% WITNESS PROPHETS, PRESUMABLY THE POVA WILL LEY THE PROPHETS.

BOTH WORKING AGAINST THE POVA.

Some governments have killed thousands and been driven to appeasement, these own hands are now turned toward the execution of those who have left them.

The government has betrayed its own people.

In some countries people have been deprived of their right to hold a government position.

In one country, people have been deprived of their right to hold a government position.

Mainstream media too long get an audience by ignoring important issues.

Liberal hypocrisy has driven people to adopt radical positions.

Mafia of crime committed by my government, in exchange for protection.

A president, a führer, a king, or a dictator, all depends on their own authority.

A klient of President Kennedy, a Milkman, a businessperson, a philanthropist, a leader, a president, a king, a dictator, a führer.

[Comic art and text depict various scenes related to political and social themes, including government betrayal, mass murder, and the manipulation of the public by mainstream media.]
Believe It or Leave It!

Some people believe in violence.
Others believe in non-violence.

In certain cases, the use of violence can be justified.

In other cases, it is better to resort to peaceful means.

Some people choose to fight for their rights.
Others choose to compromise.

The choice is yours.

THE END

Will you choose peace?

Richard Russell

J. William Fulbright

THE END
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Appendix J
THE BLACK PRINCE RIPPED HIS ROBES AND THEN LOOKED UP, PURSING HIS POWDERED LIPS...

SOME TIME LATER...

THE LITTLE SERVANT GIRL APPEARED ORDERED IN THE HORSE-HIDE HARNESS, A STRAP CRIMED HER KOOZE.

THE SERVANT GIRL BEGAN SUCKIN' ON THE PRINCE'S HUNK, WHILE A Pistol WAS AIMED AT HER ASS...

THE MORE THE HARNESS STRAP CUT INTO HER SWEET CUNT, THE HARDER SHE SUCKED...

AS THE BLACK PRINCE'S FRIEND DROPPED HIS LOAD, HE FIRED A PISTOL BALL INTO THE GIRL'S CUNT.

AHWHHEEEEEEE YOU BASTARD! WE'LL GONNA CLEAR THROUGH AND RUBBED UP MY CRANKY.

THEIR HANDS HAD ENRAGED THEIR TIMES, THEIR HANDS RUBBED ON THE CRANKY.
Appendix K
I wonder if sis is doing her homework... I'll go check.

What are you doing, sis?

Uh... er... uh...

HMM

A simple pill called "Compoz"... ...and I'm a new man!

All right for you, sis!
BIS, I WANT YOU FRONT AND CENTER RIGHT THIS MINUTE!!

WHAT IS IT PORSY??
DON'T PLAY DUM WITH ME, SIS!

THAT'S IT! PRETEND IT'S CANDY!

PAT\PAT
YUMMY HUMS!

SIS, YOU ARE A SWEET LI'L GIRL! THAT'S NO LIE!

OH GOD... MMM... PANT... GRUNT... HNN... SIS... YOU...
HEY DAD! OUR TEAM WON THE GAME!!

WE BEAT 'EM FOUR TO TWO AND-- NGH!

HOLY COW!

MOM! DID YOU SEE-- YES, JUNIOR, I KNOW...

DON'T BE UPSET-- BUT MOM...I DON'T UNDERSTAND!!

WELL, JUNIOR, LET ME ASK YOU THIS...DO YOU EVER JERK OFF?
**Panel 1**

AW GEE... WHAT A THING TO ASK A GUY!!

SOMETIMES IN THE BATHROOM AND IN BED AT NIGHT...

HM... THAT'S WHAT I FIGURED... WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT?

**Panel 2**

UM... I THINK ABOUT GIRLS I KNOW IN SCHOOL... ESPECIALLY CAROL. DAMN... SHE'S GOT BIG TITS... ONCE I GAVE HER A FELL JOB...

SOMETIMES I JERK OFF LOOKIN' AT PICTURES OF WOMEN IN MAGAZINES... SOMETIMES I EVEN GET A HARD-ON WHEN I'M PLAYIN' BASEBALL....

WAIT RIGHT THERE JUNIOR!

**Panel 3**

WOW! YOU SURE LOOK SEXY, MOM!! I NEVER THOUGHT

NEVERMIND WHAT YOU THOUGHT COME HERE!

GEE... YOU MUST BE THE GREATEST MOM A GUY EVER HAD!!!
Later
Hi Lois! Sis 'n'
me have just had
the greatest
time!

So have
Junior and
1!!

People should get
together with their
kids more often!

That's true,
honey!

I never realized
how much fun you
could have with
your children!

And we've learned from
you, too!

Now we know what
to do!!

Tee-hee!

Giggle!

There they go...off to
make even more new
discoveries!

...and to
build a
better
world!!

Yes, youth
holds the
promise of
the future!
Appendix L
Robert Williams, “The Supreme Constellation of Dormasintoria.”
Zap Comix #4. (Berkeley CA: Last Gasp 1969)

FAIR OFF IN A CLEAN VACUUM VOID, FREE
OF GENITALIA, COCKS, PUSSYS, TURDS, AND
THINGS THAT RELATE TO CRUDE, BASIC, ANTHRO-
MAMMAL EXISTENCE, PRESIDED A NEBULISTIC ENTITY.
THIS GREAT CLOUD FORMATION SHAPED A GIANT
SOUL, MADE OF A TRILLION GALAXIES COMPOSED
INTO ONE MASTER LIFE FORM...

THE SUPREME CONSTELLATION OF

-HARMONY-
BUT THIS TIME, PEACE WAS BROKEN
BY A PASSING GALAXY CLUSTER ON
A MILLION, BILLION, TRILLION YEAR ORBIT?

CAUTION! MATTER!
FOR ONCE IN MY FILD...

...I MUST
ASSIMILATE YOU!

O.K. TRIX, LET'S HAVE A
LITTLE SPREAD EAGLE!

NATURE PRECEDES...
...INTENSELY...

...AND MORE INTENSELY...

AND STILL MORE INTENSELY WITH THE DYNAMIC POWER OF THE ENTIRE UNIVERSAL COSMIC DYNAMO.
AND THEN...

KA-BLOOYY

THAT MY SCARE-GRIZZLING FAIRY IS "THE BIG BANG THEORY?"

SHIVER ME LIVERS, AN' FEY

AND SO IT WAS, AS IT WAS TOLD BY THE OLD "MOM IN THE BOAT!"
Appendix M
You won't have to shit anymore! Bowels will be removed at birth and a sanitizing disposal unit installed. Needs emptying only once a month. No more worry about icky excrement! Good-bye toilet!

Buildings, cars will be soft plastic. Streets will be soft plastic. Accidents will be a thing of the past; nobody will get hurt anymore!

No more heat and cold, night and day. Cities will have room temperature all the time. Lighting will be soft, diffused. Warm snow for Christmas!

Everyone will be tuned in to everything that's happening all the time. No one will be left out. We'll all be normal!

Nobody will work! All production, distribution and maintenance will be done by computerized robots. People can spend all of their time playing, eating, or watching TV.

...or, they can fuck! Special fuckables will be available to everyone! Social problems will disappear. Risk of involvement with the opposite sex will be eliminated!
The androids will be put to other good uses. Sadoists can torture them, cut them up, tear them to pieces! Men can build their own armies, fight their own wars, have mass executions, concentration camps, if you please! All with androits, who won't mind a bit!

In fact, you will have the whole spectrum of experience at your finger tips. Fantasy machines will manufacture and what will you ask for in a matter of seconds?

Be a locomotive engineer!
Be a secret agent!
Be a whore!
Be Jesus Christ!
Create your own masterpieces!
Blow up the world!!
Just to keep us on our toes, vast entertainment networks will be organized that specialize in surprise pranks! People will get trapped!

Clowns will appear out of nowhere with stretcher bottles!

Houses will get up and walk around! Trees will make faces! Roll an orange and socko!

Some other advances: Clocks that you can have put inside your head so they tick. Always know exactly what time it is!

The time is now 9:30!

Baby-sitting will be done by robots with TV heads that play video tapes of mom and dad. Parents will no longer be tired to their children!

Many new sports will be invented! Kids will risk their lives in dangerous rocket drag races. Some of those jobs will go as fast as 25,000 mph!
There will always be the search for the bigger kick! Guys will play "Chicken" with suicidal sound-up body rolls.

Others will just sit around all day playing mind games.

Once a year all the old stuff will be gathered up and put onto huge machines which will grind it up and make it into new stuff!

The bed as we know it will be replaced by a soft, warm, moist foam plastic bed that you just dive into and fall asleep while it undulates slowly in and out and soothes sweet music plays.

Yes, everything will be beautiful, but we'll still have to regulate population growth. So when you're 60 they'll come looking for you with a pie...not just an ordinary pie!!

A cyanide pie? What a way to go!!
Appendix N
Spain Rodriguez. “Mara, Mistress of the Void.” Zap Comix #4
(Berkeley C: Last Gasp 1969)
AT TIMES... IN DEEP SPACE STRANGE TENSIONS DEVELOP GIVING RISE TO DIZZING EMOTIONS THE CREW FINDS ITS OUTLET IN UNUSUAL WAYS.

OK YOU ASKED FOR IT NOW I'M ON IT.

YOU LITTLE WIT.

AM I?

AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
AND AS FOR YOU, YOU LITTLE PIG!

WE'LL JUST GET OUT THE MADNESS!

NO, NOT THE MADNESS!

SO YA LIKE YER LITTLE COUNTRY DO A!
Appendix O
Robert Crumb, “Lenore Goldberg and Her Girl Commandos.”
*Motor City Comics #1.* (San Francisco CA: Last Gasp 1969)
KERA SHI!

WHAT IS IT?

HOLDING HANDS!!

THIS IS UNHEARD OF!!

OUT NOW!!

NIVA SMARTIES!!

DODD HEAVENS!!

THEY'RE INSANE! STOP THEM!!

YES MA'AM!!

LET'S MOVE UP!!

COME ON!! HIT US, MUTHA'FUCKERZ!!

OH!!! SOMETHING!!!

EVEN THESE DUMB-ASS LIBERAL INTELLECTUALS NEED MEN TO DO THEIR DIRTY WORKS!!

...AND WE'RE READY FOR 'EM!!!

GLOKHHHH...

HI-KU!

YAH-HO!!
Whitney: What I brung me back to this point of our being here, which is to clear the air of all the bullshit about "femininity"! We didn't go for all that crap!

But that don't mean we're queer, right? It's not pageantry or any of that stuff.

On the other hand, we can't just put the typical male image on.

Cultural dynamics, for instance, you know!

What we do understand is that men and women must get together, as equals. But now, this is to happen, the whole society must change drastically.

You left just now. I was talking about tearing down the existing system but what exactly. The expressions do you have for a better society?

You're supposed to act in the big brains of Western civilization! Don't you know?? It's so obvious!!

It's not as if it's all obvious; in fact it's quite complex. You know...?

You gave away, it's quite sick. Don't you think? You hurt each other.

Want money? (That's our mutant whisper gene."

I don't like it. I don't like where it's coming from. What would you like to do?

Let's get it out in the open! Come on, now...

D'you want to hang out... come on...
I would suggest you be a bit...braver, even though my role as a leader in the female liberation movement often requires feats of courage and fortitude beyond the capacity of the average person. Sometimes I just can't bring myself to do it...in short, but since my sight is gone, I guess?

Ah, that was mean!

Let's split! We did a number here. Let's go do a number on someone else...

Yeah, these matrons are bringing me down!

Huh?

There they are. You're all under arrest!

So get out, you scab!!

Scatter.
THAT'S ALWAYS EVERY MARTYR WILL BRING A HUNDRED NEW REVOLUTIONARIES INTO THE MOVEMENT, THE POLICE ARE Fools WHO HAVE SPILLED THEIR OWN GOOD.

THANKS RIGHT?

NOW WE'LL BATTER SPLITT UP AND LAY LOW FOR A FEW MORE COPIES ARE GONNA BE LOOKIN' FOR US IN "TH' STREETS..."

WE'LL MEET AGAIN SOMEDAY MIGHTY.

OHA!

THE HAIR MET? WE FIND VENGE IN THE PLACE OF DOOM. REVOLUTION ISN'T THE ONLY THING ON HER MIND!

IT SAYS HERE "TWO POLICE OFFICERS WERE BRUTALLY BEATEN AND BEATEN AND HURT MAINLY IN THE ARM, JACKET JONES, WAS HURT WHEN SHE PULLED DOWN SOME TYPE TRYING TO ASSAULT..."

HER/ "THUGS, FOOLED LAYERS, NOPE, THEY NEEDED HE'S..."

HAH, ANYTHING ABOUT JUXTA?

WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS!

WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS!

EVERYTHING IS GONNA BE O.K. NOW!

AND THEN... YOU'RE REAL GONNA GET IT DOWN TO THE MINUTES, I'M TOLD TO BRING YOU THE GUNS..."

WHAH LA REVOLUTION!
Apeendix P
Appendix Q
EROTIC VIOLENCE SWEETENS THE COURTSHIP!

LET'S FACE IT, VIOLENCE IS AN\nANYTHING YOU WANT IS JUST ONE SIMPLE ACT AWAY!

YOU NAME IT, MONEY, NEW CAR, GIRL FRIENDS, OR POSITION.
I'M A TOUGH CHARLESMAN, SARAH!

CRIPES!
THE AMERICAN PHANTOM SAYS:
"DON'T DISCRIMINATE AGAINST A MAN JUST BECAUSE HE ISN'T IN THE SAME PHYSICAL CONDITION AS YOU?"

MY BAIL! AHHH!

EXCUSE YOURSELF, WASTE A FRIEND, HELL CRACK ON!

POW

BAD-ZUNK!

NO SECRET HAND SIGNALS, YA FILTHY QUEER!
VIOLENCE IS ALWAYS RIGHT IF YOU'RE THE WINNER!
Appendix R
GOT TO GET A GRIP ON MYSELF. IN A GROWN MAN? AN INTELLIGENT ADULT? WITH RESPONSIBILITIES?

I'M AN "AMERICAN!"

A CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES!

A REAL HARD CHARGER! STEP ASIDE, BUDDY!

THE MAN WITH THE KNOW-HOW! A CITIZEN IN THE GOV'T!

I MUST MAINTAIN THIS RASP POSITION OR ALL IS LOST!

WHERE'D THAT HARD WORK? I BELIEVE I'M GONNA HAVE HEADACHES AGAIN. BUT IT'S ALL GOOD.

HEY, THERE'S A NICE LITTLE PIECE OF TALENT! IT'S ONLY I HAD THE DUMNESS TO...

BE A REAL MAN...

WHAT THE HELL'S THE USE... NO WONDER I'M A NERVOUS WRECK. GUIDE I'M RETURN TO MY URBAN...

GOT TO KEEP IT UP...
Oh no! Here it goes again... that miserable passion! Those illicit desires... this time it isn't sex.

Two hours later...

I feel better now... had a few... drink all in home and catch the late news...

What's that music? Sounds like a parade, but it's so far away...

Hey, mistah! Dev's a comin'!

I can't stand it... what if someone sees me like this? In the state of FEAR!
Appendix S
She's the kind of chick a guy would be proud to walk down the street with!

Not to mention all the things you can do together at home!!

And she's been drinking in the while of darkest Africa! The official excuse being that civilization would be threatened if she were allowed to go wherever she pleases.

But she hasn't stopped out of guys!

CAUTION! UNSTABLE! TOO PASSIVE!

Why is she so hard to carry up? Well, is the thing she is illegal?

Let's go punk!
Some genius James has been tried!

He done is guilty, ain't he?

Angel Fred! Bullsh*t!

Mind Lopy he!

A sneaky Jewish character...
Very smart!

But not smart enough!

Mmm!

The Cree are tough
On these guys they
Even heaven fearing
With Angel Fred. They
Make 'em stand with
Their backs to the wall
For, hours!

The pity of it is they now
Officially sanctioned as
Searchers are allowed
Near the dark-skinned
Jim Brown!

...And those Creeks
Can't hardly ever get
One up! Poor devils!

That's all
Good Cry!

I mean, there she is, all armed, walking, and able.
With plenty of what it takes, some just to give
It away, but no! They insist upon the hot to handle!
Sure you quiver!
Something might... or... happen!
She can do the most outrageous things with her tongue! It's incredible!

AND when she flexes the muscles in her powerful thighs, it's just too perverted.

Men would quit their jobs if they got a chance to see old Angellodoo shake that thing!

The overwhelming smell of her...er...ah...thingie tends to disrupt clear thinking. The stockbroker would take a nose-dive!

But, like, she could care less about that sort of thing! Investment and whatnot. She spends her time sparking around in the jungle, just a simple primitive creature!

But if you dig her, go get her! If you dare!
Appendix T

OH I'M TELLING YOU PEOPLE, THERE'S GONNA BE HELL TO PAY...

WHEN THE NIGGERS TAKE OVER AMERICA!

| WE MIGHT HAVE THE PRESIDENT ON THE LINE NOW. | YOU'VE HAD IT, HONKY? YOU BETCHA! BUT YOU BE WEAK?
| NOW THE BLACK MAN SHALL RULE SUPREME IN THIS NATION! |
| PLEASE, I DON'T WANT TO DIE. | WE HAVE THE PRESIDENT'S WIFE.
| SHE HAS THE PRESIDENT'S WIFE. |
| ARE YOU AFRAID OF YOUNG BLACK MEN? YOU OUGHTA BE. THEY HATE YOUR WHITE GUTS! |

LET'S FACE IT, HE'S RIGHT... THE WHITE MAN HAS LOST HIS FIGHTING SPIRIT!

BLAM!
ONCE THESE YOUNG "SPEAR-CHUCKERS" GET THEIR MILITARY DISCIPLINE ODDS TOGETHER WERE IN BIG TROUBLE!!

IT'S GONNA BE A REAL BLOOD BATH!!
MANY OF "SLAVES" WILL BE KILLED BUT THAT'LL ONLY MAKE THEM MADDER AND SMARTER...

EEYAH!

FIRST THEY'LL TAKE CONTROL OF THE PLUNTED INNER CITIES. FROM THERE THEY'LL BRANCH OUT INTO THE SUBURBS...

WITH NOBODY LEFT TO STOP THEM THESE PRIMITIVE SAVAGES WILL GO ON A KILLING SPREE, THE LIKES OF WHICH THIS COUNTRY'S NEVER SEEN!!

EEK
HALT!
WE HAVE TO MAKE A INSPECTION OF OUR SECTOR!

MOMMY!

OHH, THEY'LL HAVE THEMSELVES A BALL KILLING WHITE, MIDDLE-CLASS PEOPLE...
THIS IS THE CHANCE THE "SLAVES" HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR...

WHAT'S GOING ON HERE? AWD!
FUCK YOU RACIST MOTHER FUCKER!

THAT HURT!!

HEY, WOMAN, DON'T YOU DARE MESS WITH WHITE PEOPLE TODAY... NOW BEAT SOMEBODY UP AND PULL MY "TRAMP!!"

LIRIM, SHUT THE HELL UP, WE ARE DISCUSSING...
Since "nobs" possess only the most rudimentary grasp of politics, the country will break down into a patchwork of gang territories, each run by its own strongman or chieftain.

- Any nothing can stop me, 'cause I'm the Duke of Earl.

Hail to d'chief! Hail to d'chief!

And don't kid yourselves, they'll show us no mercy. They'll relish every opportunity to treat us with the utmost severity. The slightest infraction will be met with cruel punishment. Think I'm kidding? You just wait!

When ah say "in dat field" by seb'ry ay-em, ah don' mean seb'ry oh-fahv ah-em!! You got dat?"
Appendix R
PEOPLE THINK THEY'RE ALL JUST AFRICANS CONTROLLED BY THIS JEWISH-OPERATED FINANCIAL AND MEDIA EMPIRE.

DON'T WORRY, POLICE... I'VE PARKED THE CAR AHEAD. I'M SURE THEY'RE NOT IN THE CAR. I HAVEN'T HEARD ANYONE TALKING. THE TRUTH, FOR ONCE...

THE JEW HAS NOTHING BUT ULTIMATE CONTempt FOR ALL NON-JEWS, WHO ARE AUTOMATICALLY CONSIDERED OF LESSER INTELLIGENCE...

THAT'S BECAUSE THEY'RE SO STUPID... THEY'RE SO STUPID... THEY'RE LIKE... SO DUMB... LIKE DUCKS...

HE ESPECIALLY DESPISES AND FEARS THE ANGLO-SAXON PROLES, WHOSE MERE PHYSICAL PRESENCE MAKES THE JEW FEEL SOMETHING... EXPRESSION...

IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY, ISN'T IT, THE?

HE SEeks WEALTH AND POWER SO THAT HE CAN WREAK HIS VENGEANCE ON THOSE GENETICALLY SUPERIOR PEOPLE...

AND HE FINDS THE GREATEST THRILL OF ALL, THE ULTIMATE TRIUMPH, IN DEFILING ONLY THE CHOICE, PRISTINE, BLONDE CHRISTIAN GIRLS HE CAN "SHIT" WITH HIS STINKY PITS (WELL, THE SECOND BIGGEST THRILL, ANYWAY—BECAUSE PULLING UP MILLIONS OF BILLS...)

AND IF YOU KNEW THE TRUTH...

DOCTOR... I'M SO NAUSEATED... I'M NAUSEATED...

YOU'RE HOURS EARLY...

THAT'S EIGHTY ROOCE...

PROFESSOR... I'M JUST A NERD...

DEAN... I'M JUST A NERD...
You got your Latinos and your Asians moving in here by the millions and multiplying so fast they'll take over the country by sheer weight of their numbers. Life won't be worth living in a land overcrowded with hordes of people who never had a grasp of the concept of individual freedom to begin with!

If the whole thing's going to go down the toilet anyway, there's one thing one person that's still in the hands of the white man—one chance, one great act of will, we can still make...

Our dear Lord Jesus Christ will save us with outstretched arms on the other side. Amen.
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